
To: Tom Weitehead

From: Walt Hinchman

March 4, 1970

Subject: Further Thoughts on Telecommunication Reorganization

It is apparent the OTM people consider the OTP merely an
elevation of themselves to a more powerful position. In view
of the serious shortcomings of this office in the past, most
of which resulted from the personnel rather than the organi-
zational setting, this would seem counterproductive to the
objectives stated for the OTP. At the same time, Commerce
activities in this field have in the past been overly academic
and devoid of close operational involvement. The following
suggestions represent an attempt to improve both these
situations.

OTM functions can be readily separated into two categories:
Policy-Making and Spectrum Management. As is widely known,
the OTM capability for policy-making (whether in satellite
communications, NCS, or other areas) has been woefully inade-
quate. There seems little merit in elevating the persons
chiefly responsible for this situation to high positions in
the OTP.

On the other hand, the OTM is widely credited with doing an
effective job of spectrum management for Federal uses. It
appears certain members of the office intend to use this
reputation to gain a sizeable foothold in the OTP, which
could lead to an increasingly major role in overall policy
formulation. This is quite consistent with previous manipu-
lation of the policy machinery, wherein the mysteries and myths
of spectrum management and use have been used to disguise and
distort policy decisions.

Since this seems to me a very serious threat, I would like
to correct any possible misconceptions as to my own (or the
Communication-Task Force's) assessment of the OTT1 Frequency
Management Directorate (FMD). First, it should be noted
theirs should be primarily an operational rather than policy-
making function; i.e. the routine day-to-day coordination
of frequency usage and assignments among Federal users. Any
credit due or previously attributed to the FMD falls in this
category. On the other hand, on issues concerning overall
policies which should govern spectrum usage (e.g. priorities
of Federal and non-Federal uses, economic and social consider-
ations, national and international allocation and usage
procedures, consolidation of Federal and non-Federal spectrum
resources and management responsibility, etc.), the FMD has
been consistently and adamantly opposed to every constructive
suggestion for change. A major effort was made during the
1968 Task Force activities to develop a more rational and



comprehensive approach to these problems. The single opponent
to change was the FND, which steadfastly resisted all efforts
at negotiation or reasoned debate on this most vital issue;
it was finally incorporated (with the endorsement of all othc,.
agencies) over the dissent of the office. More recently, the
FMD was directly responsible for OTM views on spectrum and
orbit scarcity during the domestic satellite policy debate.
This attitude would certainly bode ill for a more enlightened
evaluation of future frequency management and usage alterna-
tives, which should be a primary mission of the OTP.

Another activity which merits careful consideration is the
Spectrum Development Division of the PMD. Don Jansky seems
particularly confident this group will end up in OTP, on the
grounds it is conducting a broad research program in improved
spectrum utilization and has been instrumental in promoting
the NECAF concept. To set the record straight, the few
"research" projects this group has funded (e.g. on basic
factors bearing on future use of the radio spectrum, electro-
magnetic radiation hazards, and the NAE study of social and
economic value analysis of spectrum uses) have been unmiti-
gated fiascos. Several qualified organizations in the field
(RAND, SRI, GE, etc.) actually refused to bid on the studies
due to the lack of adequately-defined objectives, work state-
ments and monitoring capabilities. This can hardly be
considered an endorsement of the effort, nor do the resultant
reports support any claims to greatness. As for NECAF, this
concept evolved from a variety of studies by agencies and
organizations other than OTM over the past 10 years, and was
most comprehensively described in the JTAC report Spectrum 
Engineerin -The Kc to Procrress. OTM merely gave it a name,
derived from DOD's ECAC, and began pushing for funds to
support it; most experts who have examined the OTM plan for
developing NECAF have serious doubts that the desired objec-
tives would be achieved.

Aside from what this group has or has not accomplished, there
is again the question of function. The tasks of conducting
research on improved techniques for spectrum utilization
and of developing a NECAF capability should, under the pro-
posed reorganization, fall to Commerce. In fact, it does
not even seem to fit the operational mission of the FMD,
but rather the research and analysis mission of TRAC.

For these reasons, I seriously question the advisability of
transferring any of the present FMD functions or personnel
into the OTP. On the other hand, the creation of a close
liaison between this group and the Commerce activity should
be beneficial to both. Commerce desperately needs the praatical
leavening such In operationally-oriented group could provide;
and the FMD desperately needs the engineering and analytic
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capabilities Commerce could bring to bear on the development
of NECAF and the definition and monitoring of required
research programs.

The crucial question seems to boil down to functions, rather
than personnel. If the functions of the FMD were either
transferred to Commerce or placed in some other organizational
context (we once discussed simply leaving them in OEP, though
that seems a poor choice) then appropriate individuals could
be plucked from that organization to serve in OTP as desired
and/or needed. On the other hand, if the functions of the
FMD are lodged in OTP, it may be very difficult to avoid
having a large complement of both the personnel and programs
now associated with that operation in the OTP, with poten-
tially disastrous results.

One alternative you might wish to consider, if it were
politically feasible, would be to establish the FMD as a
separate operation in Commerce (independent of but as a
companion to TRAC) supporting the IRAC which would be advisory
to OTP. The head of FMD, who would also head IRAC, could
have direct recourse to the OTP on policy decisions regarding
frequency assignments and usage via the IRAC hat, without
clearance from either TRAC or the Ass't. Secretary of Commerce,
etc. For purely administrative matters, however, the FMD
would be in Commerce and IRAC would be simply an inter-agency
committee as it once was, though the FMD would provide meeting
space and supporting services. This would give the IRAC/FED
the voice is desires in spectrum policy matters without at
the same time swamping the OTP with Federal spectrum manage-
ment issues and concerns. The OTP spokesman on overall
spectrum management policies (Federal and non-Federal),
would be a significantly different type of individual than
those found in the FU. An organizational diagram illus-
trating this option is attached.

That pretty well sums up my thoughts on functional assignments.
With regard to personnel, I can only urge extreme caution in
assigning any of the OTM people to principal policy-making
jobs. Despite the temptation to consider these as "exper-
ienced" hands, I suspect OTP would fare better from the outset
with a smaller staff made up of "green" recruits and a few
people such as Dick Gabel, Bill Melody (FCC), etc. There are
a few people at OTM who might be useful as supporting staff,
but it is unlikely these could be obtained initially without
taking their superiors as well. The answer here may be to
transfer all to Commerce or elsewhere (DOD?), then select-
ively recruit any who might be useful.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Honorable Peter M. Flanigan, Assistant to the President
t/Honorable Clay T. Whitehead, Staff Assistant to the President

SUBJECT: Telecommunications Reorganization

Regarding Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970, as transmitted to the
Congress on February 9, 1970, I see no major program, legal, or
administrative problems for the Office of Emergency Preparedness.
We will cooperate fully in effecting the necessary transfer of per-
sonnel, funds, and functions. Specifically, we will assist the
Bureau of the Budget in amending existent Executive orders and
other documents.

We will work with the Bureau and the Office of Telecommunications
Policy in determining the exact number of positions, funds, and
property to be transferred. We are prepared to continue to provide
administrative, program and computer support to the new agency
as it may require and as we may reach mutual agreements on
reimbursement where appropriate.

Due to the complexity of the computer program for frequency
management, it will be necessary to phase this activity into the
programs of the Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center
as this instrumentality is brought into operation.

The attachment to the Release on the reorganization indicated that
the Office of Telecommunications Policy would "make recommendations
to the President through the National Security Council on national
security and emergency preparedness aspects of telecommunications
systems." That statement does not appear in the Reorganization Plan.
It might be interpreted as being in conflict with my responsibility for
advising the President on all aspects of emergency preparedness and
for coordinating this activity among the various departments and
agencies. I would appreciate an opportunity to review any additional
orders or statements of function that might be issued in the implemen-
tation of the Reorganization Plan.
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2.

The staff of OLP will work out with the staff of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy an understanding and agreement on

what telecommunications emergency preparedness functions would

remain in OEP and what ones would be formally delegated to the

Director of Telecommunications Policy. A decision as to whether

any of the resources currently utilized in the Office of

Telecommunications Management for such emergency preparedness

purposes will remain in 3EP will depend upon relationships that

are worked out.

G. A. Lincoln

Director
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Budzetarv Effect of Reorganization

For 1970, the Direetol. oT •i'elecommunications Manacement has been

provided an appropriation of $l,795,00. By mid April, about $465,000

of this appropriation will be unobligaLed. It is estimated that of this

amount, $378,000 will go to the Office of Telecommunication's Policy (an')

and *87,000 to the Departmcnt of Commerce. The amount going to the OTP

includes $200,000 of funds designated for contractual research

which will permit the Director of the pTP to initiate research in the

high priority problem areas of telecommunications policy.

The President's Budget for 1971 includes $3,300,000 for the Director

of TelecommunicPtions Management. Included in this request in $906,000

and 40 positions to establish a National Electromagn.etic Compatibility

Analysis Facility (NECAF) to solve complex frequency management problems.

Contractual research is estimated at $88o,000. This amount will provide

for improvements to the automatic data processing capability in the

frequency assignment process. In addition, the $88o,000 will permit

continued research in freqvency management and the initiation of research

In other areas ,.).1 telcommunications which have long been overlooked.

The 1971 request also would increase the personnel in the frequency

management area by 4 positions in order to keep up with the increasing

workload. Without the past efforts to develop a capability to use auto-

matic data prcccssins techniques, the personnel requirements for tlie

. frequency mar-zecient task yzaild be conside:-AlLr greater.

, Professional personnel in areas other than frequency management are

to be increased by 10. This provides 5 each extra in National Communications
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and Internationnl CommunicLtions. These increases in personnel in conjunc-

tion with the additional contzctctual research resources will permit the

government to begin to look in depth, and on a continuing basis, at both

current problems and ones which can be avoided through the judicous

application of long range planning.

The following table is the best available estimate of the distribution
1

of the 1971 budget to the OTP and the Commerce Department:

1971 Budget for

Funds
($ in millions)

Positions

the LTM OTP Commerce 

$1.9 $1.4

117 70

The basic considerations used to develop this distribution were:

(1) The NECAF will go to Commerce

(2) $250,000 of the contractual research funds for ADP capability

development will go to Commerce; $630,000 of contractual

research funds will go to OT2

(3) The bulk of the Frequency Management capability will go to

Commerce; final authority for assignment of frequencies will

to to the OTP

Direct financial savings in DTM budgets will not be obtained through

this reorganization. It is to be expected, however, that savings will

accrue to the government as q result of mo-:.2 comprekensive analysis and

planning for telecommunications prior to large investments in hardware

which could have been avoided if the government were more aware of what it

was doing in this highly complex and dynamic area.



July 10 1970

MEMO FOR JON ROSE

From: Tom Whitebead

The attached is a very first draft. I think it
covers the water front as we discussed it, although
It leaves out any miscellaneous responsibilities
Pets might have such as Presidential appointments.
etc.

The division into three areas probably is OK, but
the quality of the exposition goes down as you get
to the third area. I will redo this, probably
mostly editorial and some clearer exposition in
area three, and get a copy to Pete this afternoon.
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DRAFT 7/10/70

MEMORANDUM FOR

Mr. George Shultz

Mr. John Ehrlichman

As a result of our discussions. about operational arrangements

fOr the new White House/Executive Office organization, t
he following

is a summary of my understanding of the role of 
my office in the

economic area. It falls into three broad areas of activity:

(1) Commercial matters, major actions of the regul
atory agencies, and

liaison with major business community leaders; (2) "
Troika plus"

economic responsibilities; and (3) Domestic Council responsibilitie
s.

1. Commercial matters and liaison: The condition of the

economy is likely to be our biggest domestic politica
l problem

throughout the balance of the President's first term. Our success

in dealing with it will be highly affected by the co
nfidence we are

able to engender among business leaders in our
 policies. This vital

confidence requires continuing liaison effort with
 major industrial

and financial leaders by some person who
 is recognized as a participant

in the economic policymaking process wit
h considerably frequent access

to the President. These major leaders are of such stature that they

will not be comfortable in dealing with Domesti
c Council or OMB
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deputies, and both you and John will be too busy with oth.er responsibilities

to represent the Administration in this area. This liaison effort I see

as related to, but separate from, the related job of enlisting trade

associations and important interest groups behind the Administration's

legislation.

My office would have the following responsibilities in. this area:

a. Direct personal liaison with major commercial leaders and

coordination of White House staff contacts with major industry officials.

Coordination of all substantive communications between such leaders and

the President or senior White House and Executive Office officials.

Information copies of all such correspondence and meetings would be

forwarded to you and Ehrlichman and Troika members.

b. Direct policy and operational coordi.nation of truly major

commercial or financial problems that arise from time to time, but

do not fit into the "Troika plus" continuing Policy responsibilities.

Responsibility for forwarding information and decision alternatives

to the President after coordinating with you, Ehrlichman, and in many

cases the entire Troika. Ihformation copies would be sent to you and

Ehrlichman on all matters.

c. Direct liaison with the quasi-independent regulatory agencies

(except for NLRB) and responsibility in coordinating the presentation

of decision alternatives to and from the President on. matters affecting
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set forth in paragraph 4 of your memorandum of June Z7.

b. Special economic projects manager as defined in

paragraph 5 of your June 27 memo. This would be closely

related to (1) above and would require close liaison with your office.

c. Coordination of all Troika:and "Troika plus" decision

options and information memoranda to and from the President except

for budget, taxation, and expenditure policies. Information copies

of all such correspondence would be sent to you (and/or the Troika)

and 1 would clear with you all major substantive matters before

preparing decision alternative papers for communications to and from

the President. Although most of the responsibility for followup on

Presidential decisions in the economic area would be with OMB,

it would be useful. for my office to provide some oversight of the

status of followup in all economic areas in conjunction with the above

coordination possibilities.

d. Communications with the President on budget: matters should

be your direct personal responsibility; information copies from you to

me would be helpful and would essentially complete economic coordination

arrangements.

3. John Ehrlichma.n prefers that purely economic matters

be handled outside the framework of the Domestic Council. However,

many matters requiring Domestic Council. attention will have strong

economic components, and ,Jany economic policy problems will require
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White House involvement beyond the OMB and Troika level. Also',

science and technology related matters tend to have a strong economic

element at the policy level. With respect to Domestic Council/OMB

coordination in the economic and commercial areas, the responsibilities

of my office would be:

a. To the extent that Commerce, Treasury, or other

economic areas are brought to Domestic Council attention, be the

principal Domestic Council staff officer. Also coordinate the economic

components of other Domestic Council policy issues as appropriate.

b. Operational involvement with Commerce, Treasury, OST,

OTP, and OEP to the extent the operational issues have a major economic

impact.

c. To the extent that scientific or technical issues are brought

to the attention of the Domestic Council, 1-1:1 the principal staff officer.

On most matters, OST, OEP, and OTP would work directly with OMB,

but the natural community of interest between my office and those

offices would make it natural. for me to follow their activities and work with

thorn on any Domestic Council issues that arise.

Peter M. Flanigan

,mimmEIMMEN&
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mrnop,Annt14 Uonorablo David M. "Acnnody

nonorable. Paul V. McCracken

Re: Organization for Economic Policy

This will summarizP our discusrion of the areas of

In7imry attention and a "Troika plm;" orianizzltionzA

arrangement, with the "plus" varying by subject mattL:r,

1. Basic estimatIon 0;17 bmelaet wArito3,

nonitoring of expcidliture

flow:, 5xiittal Ofxcmsions of to anel

expcmOiture vAicic2:

Tri and ;,,to staf.4 ipcctnI. resncnA-

bility with Office of Mannge:Innt nn6

Euc:!got.
,

•
. -ontinuing arolysis and intorpl:etatirm of

cconn2alc 0=71=otz cbnd the rclation of

thcze Covelocnts to econmic rolicy:

Trona, (v,(riac.3 anditaf174, tipecial

respoibility with Con(!il o conoTic—•
Adviccrs.

3. Analysiz of T-Jvrrrrttolr.tiow:;.

purching p-.)licic_ti and other zl%c!tic; with

a vim/ toware thc4r Wpact on price z3nd

c;lployr:lynt envolopment::

Icctulationf; aria Uurchnsing 11.0vic

((3 ana C.T:A participntica a7:c maril of

c;:einr,:tion with the Troika activitic,$).
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4. Organization of information about and analysis

and interpriAation of foreiqn economic deve,192-

ments (country and region, trade patterns,

monetary) and work on foreign economic policy:

Jbi Troika plus State, Commerce, Special
Trade Reprcsentative, and NSC on a'WY

j. regular basis and others depending on

the issues, with special responcibility

with Treasury.

giv

ST.,ctfA.,p,;(2j,ects in economic policy are

constantly arxsing, somz posirg an immccliate

Vmanagement" and follow-up problem and some

involving the inputs of economic analysis on

mo:o general issue. Often the imodiate

problems are handled on a case-by-cae Lasis,

pith broad policy being made almost before

anyone is really arc of the more gcncral
issues:

special projects manager un0(:.r. general

Troika' auspices, with snccil ett:tth,

ment to the Office of nanzigerc,ent narfl
Ludgot.

The appropriate chairnen for the listed activities

should follow the special rcspon3ibilitio3 identified in

each arca, with the chairman for indivi6ual projects

designated through the Trona process on an ad hoc basis.

CPS/di

George P. Cibultz



rxca chairlan v.n:1 chatmcm will re.:Tort

to 'ohop. 1acrt oa the econc;:.3Ic iv.y for which they haw; bcon

Lspecial rezponaibility..7.11.14 :,i0 *VIDA bo both inforrilatioi

rcporto recci:n4Lmrlation3 fo;.? executive actl.ou. In r4.-..T.ponnel

11-11l be kit1 dl..rectives reLarclin5 p' °limy cicvoloinent

and re(sarainz a1 hoe acticx) to be tak(7:n. In addition; there

imvitn:oly will be inpo.ts to the Pro3:taent frcti) r.nd d1rective:3 by

thu. Prer,icicat to, other intero2ted mcp.rd1,1)3 ieccouotalc

r..c,ttcru • To coordinate there input2 on a substantAve bx:;:T.:3„, and

to :follow up vhca,(.! nacnri,ery on Praniclontial (1.1.r.7:etiveu or rociu.,-..3tn,

there c;hc.,v.2.d. be a acaitted



OTP Budget Information

FY 70 (est.) -- $2.386M (?) el ;ft -5 a. 1,k_ry J((Iec.ci of"
,j-r, 0 )

FY 71 (HOUSE APPROVED) 1.795 M
(NECA F) .906 M (40 prsns &C crttrt )
(Freq. Mgmt. Staff Increase) .060 (4 persons)
(National Comm. Staff Increase) .159 (10 persons)
(International Comm. Staff Increase)
National and Inttl Comm. Contract Studies .380

3.300



Pastore Briefing on OTP Budget Points to Stress

1. OTP will not, under CTW direction, merely continue the existing

activities of the DTM. Those which seem productive and worthwhile

in the broader context of the OTP charter will be retained; a few

will likely be dropped; and several new areas of effort will be

undertaken. Specific examples:

Retain: Development of improved tools and techniques for

better spectrum management, including electromagnetic compatibility

analysis capability and better records of frequency assignments and

use.

Drop: 

a) Growth and Control of Radio Noise (function now responsibility

of Commerce, which already has programs capable of providing

needed information).

b) Experiment in Spectrum Management Alternatives (requires

additional review by a broader policy group before undertaking proposed

small- scale experiment).

c) Spectrum Monitoring (function to be performed by Commerce

under OTP direction).

d) NECAF (while improved analytic capabilities must be

developed, it is not now apparent that a distinct new facility to handle



such analyses on a routine basis is either essential or necessarily

the best long-term approach. Thus, while additional personnel

and resources are needed (by Commerce) to develop the techniques

and data base, these needs may be considerably smaller in FY 71

than previously expected.

Add:

a) Comprehensive review of U. S. preparatory studies for

cc-
forthcoming meetings and World Administrative Radio

Conference for Space Telecommunications; and preparation of

U.S. views for these conferences.

b) Review of government spectrum allocations and usage in

the 30-1, 000 MHz bands, to determine whether some of these

resources can be reallocated to or shared by land mobile services

within the U.S.

c) Evaluate the technical feasibility and probable economic

impact of alternative sharing and/or allocation criteria for satellite

and terrestrial spectrum uses.

d) Develop a method for Oidentifying and 
Cy i'vt

• the amount

of "spectrum resource" used by an individual radio system, as an

aid both to establishing the value of alternative uses and to ensuring

maximum packing density of compatible uses.
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e) Establish a national secretariat for the continuing coordination,

support and review of U. S. preparatory work leading to international

telecommunication agreements on spectrum allocations and use,

INTELSA T organization and operations, etc.

f) Review the technological and economic feasibility of satellite

broadcasting, and evaluate the probable,social and economic impact

of such a service both domestically and for developing nations.

g) Review the need for and development of an integrated

National Communication System, and develop plans for either

discontinuing this concept or establishing more effective coordinating

mechanisms as appropriate.

h) Identify the probable benefits and new services which wide-

band cable technology can provide, the probablet_economic impact

of wide-spread cable development on over-the-air broadcasting,

and the potential diminution of over-the-air service to the home as

the result of cable development. Formulate policy recommendations

to the Congress and FCC to ensure that the benefits of cable develop-

ment are realized while the detrimental effects are minimized.

2. Given these objectives for FY 71, the OTP needs the following

increases over the FY 70 OTM budget resources, in order of

priority. Some of these will, of course, be diverted to Commerce

for supporting studies:
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a) 540K for 10 new professional staff, supporting staff, and

contract studies to deal with broad telecommunication subjects not

previously dealt with by the OTM.

b) 500K for 20 staff members (mostly in Commerce) to develop

electromagnetic compatibility analysis techniques and data base and

b ro le
to provide technical support for the lackr.a,gismx spectrum policy and

allocation planning.

c) 60K for 4 additional frequency management staff (all in

Commerce) to handle increasing workload of assignment records and

processing.

d) 405K for 20 staff members (all in Commerce) to expedite

the development of an electromagnetic compatibility analysis

capability, particularly in the collection and processing of data on

radio equipment characteristics and spectrum assignments.

Total increase requested -- $1, 505K

3. Emphasize that in all these activities -- and particularly in the

spectrum policy and allocation planning and electromagnetic compatibility

analysis development -- the effort will shift from being government-

oriented and dominated to a position of objective neutrality as between

government and nongovernment interests, seeking only the wider and
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more effective use of the over-all spectrum resource. Accordingly,

the data and techniques developed will be equally applicable for

and available to the FCC, which we expect would both participate in

the development efforts and make use of the resultant capability, as would

the IRAC for government radio services. The same philosophy will

prevail in the preparatory work for ITU and CCIR allocation and

standardization conferences.

4. Stress that, prior to establishing any single governmental facility

to carry out electromagnetic compatibility analyses on a regular

basis, it is essential that we determine whether or not a single, unified

national control of spectrum assignment and usage is either necessary

or desirable. The FCC, for example, is moving toward regionalization

of the frequency assignment and management functions, in recognition

that most compatibility problems are very localized in extent. This

is also in line with recommendations of the Rostow Task Force. Before

we propose a single government facility for this, we want to see

first if regional facilities might be more appropriate and effective,

second if these might be joint government/nongoverment facilities,

and third if this might not be carried out by private analysis centers

hired by the prospective spectrum users rather than an ever-expanding

army of Federal employees. There are many consulting engineering

firms, academic institutions, computer service organizations, etc. ,

which might very effectively provide such a service once the basic

0
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analysis techniques were developed and approved by the FCC and

OTP and appropriate interference/compatibility standards were

adopted. This service could easily become similar to a title search

in real estate transactions, wherein the prospective licensee would

merely be required to submit evidence to the FCC or OTP that a

compatibility analysis had been conducted, with acceptable results,

by an authorized entity. The governmental function could thereby

be reduced to verifying that other licensing conditions (e.g. , fiscal

responsibility, broadcast and/or common carrier clearance,

allocation rules and standards, etc.) were met, and policing of any

reported interference cases which might subsequently arise.

•
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Attached are:

(1) A discussion of the executive branch organization
for telecommunications and a recommended reorganization.

(2) A description of the responsibilities of a new
Office of Telecommunications Policy.

Both the Bureau of the Budget and the staff of the President's
Advisory Council on Executive Organization have assisted
in the preparation of this recommendation. We would like to
have your comments before submitting a final recommendation
to the President. I would appreciate having your comments by
December 33.
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH ORGANIZATION.

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommunications

to the Nation and for the government's own missions, there is no

effective policy-making capability for telecommunications in the

executive branch. The Administration is therefore largely unable

to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of vulnerability to

criticism for FCC policies.. Government-wide coordination of its

own telecommunications activities has not been adequate. These

problems.haVe been manifested in several ways:

1. There is a serious lack of effective. machinery for

dealing expeditiously with domestic telecommunications issues.

The government: has been grappling for several years, with only

limited success, with such issues as "foreign attachments" to the

public telephone network, cable TV and pay TV, the possible uses

and industry structure for a domestic satellite communications

system, and policies for computer communications. There is a

current tendency to resolve such issues by past precedents and by

compromises between the FCC and various agencies in the executive

branch, but the increasingly rapid rate of technological change and

introduction of new services makes policy-by-precedent increasingly

less relevant, more restrictive, or counterproductive. Neither the

FCC nor the executive branch has a significant: capability for

systematic economic and technical analysis.

2. Efforts to coordinate the procurement and use of tele-

communications facilities and services by the Federal government:

have had limited success. The current coordination arrange-

ments, embodied in the. National. Communications System (NCS) •

structure, have achieved certain desirable interconnections and

operating procedures, but: have not produced the desired„assurances

that the government is procuring, the services needed in an efficient

manner, Although present policies call for a "unified" NCS, there

is little agreement: on what further unification is needed, or. what

it would cost or accomplish. .

3. The current procedures for spectrum allocation are

highly inflexible and are increasingly creating a spectrum shortage

crisis. The shortage is especially severe in the land mobile radio

allocations, which are becoming increasingly important to local
police and fire protection services, among many other claima.nts.
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Current org-anization for communications policy-ma in and coordination

The Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM) in the Office
of Emergency Preparedness is now charged by Executive Order. and
Presidential memor andum with the responsibility for coordinating
telecommunications activities in the executive branch. The DTM
also is designated Special Assistant to the President for Telecom-
munications. However, the history of the organization reveals that
attempts by the DTM to exercise leadership in communications policy
have been largely ineffectual. The responsibilities and authority of
the DTM are questioned by agencies with operating responsibilities.
This situation results from a number of factors including organizational.
location, inadequate staff, and lack of clear authority.

There is now 130 office in the executive branch with the responsibility
or the capability to review the whole range of national, telecommunications
policies as expressed in legislation and in FCC policies. The Anti-
trust Division of the Department of Justice has occasionally filed
briefs on the competitive aspects of decisions before thc.; FCC, but
these derive largely from antitrust considerations rather than from
familiarity with communications issues. The Department of Commerce
has a telecommunications research capability, but no responsibility
or familiarity with communications policy. Neither the Council of
Economic Advisers nor the Office of Science and Technology are
equipped to address the fundamental economic and institutional
problems of the communications industry and its regulation by the
FCC, or the problems of the government's own telecommunications.

St es of Federal. o2Lganization

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies of Federal
communications organization and a number of reorganizations and
shifts of responsibilities within the executive branch. None has
proved particularly satisfactory, and, indeed, there is no ideal
solution. This is due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC
from the executive branch and in part to the .conflicting individual
agency mission responsibilities within th.e executive branch.

The study of the Federal government communications organization
. completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of the Budget provides
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a good statement of the shortcomings of our current organization.
The Bureau of the Budget reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy planning, .

formulation and direction. of Federal communications

activities.

(Z) t reorganized and strengthened National Communications
System (NCS) within the Department of Defense.

(3) an improved procurement and technical assistance

effort in communications on behalf of those Federal

agencies which do not now have adequate resources

in this field.

(4)

(5)

a unified frequency spectrum management process.

a coordinated technical assistance program for State
and local government in this area.

The recently released report of the Government Accounting Office
focused on the government's comm.unications and evaluated the

progress toward establishment of a unified National Communications

System as directed by the President in 1963. The GAO found a need

for stronger coordination of government telecommunications

planning, and recommended a single entity be responsible for

policy direction and control of the Government's telecommunications

systems. The GAO also recommended clarification of what a

"unified" NCS is intended to be.

Reorganization issues

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications org7anization

made a number of major recommendations and was recently

distributed to the departments concerned. Agency views on this

study have the common themes (1) that stronger coordination from
the top is required in establishing Government policy for its own
telecommunications requirements, and (2) that the Federal government
should take a stronger role in the evolution of national telecc»-nmunica-
tions to deal. with the increasingly rapid rate of technological change
and industry growth. There is also agreement that a much Stronger
analytic capability within the. executive branch is needed to ac.hieve
these goals.
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There are a variety of possible ways in which telecommunications
responsibilities could be reshuffled or strengthened. As a start-
ing point, there is widespread agreement that a single office
should bear ultimate responsibility for:

(1) analyses and formulation of overall telecommunications
policy for the executive branch,

(2) policy-level coOrdination of Federal government
procurement and use of telecommunications services
and equipment.

(3) allocation and assignment of spectrum resources to
government users.

There are several further issues.

The first is where such a single office should be located. There
are two competing sets of considerations. Further expansion of
telecommunications activities wi thin the Executive Office of the
President would force undesirable growth in the size of the
Executive Office of the President, while telecommunications does.
not require the frequent direct Presidential. attention implied by
a location within the Executive Office. On the other hand, placing
the central office within an executive department (e.g. , Commcr cc
or Transportation) raises serious questions about the impartiality
of frequency allocation and aSsignment among government users
and assurance of vital national. security interests. 13oth. sides of
this issue have considerable merit, but from the standpoint of
practicality and the need to minimize even temporary disruptions
of our policy machinery, the policy functions should for the time
being remain in the Executive Office. However, as much of the
operational and research responsibilities as possible should be
carried out in the departments and agencies.

Another issue is whether the authority to allocate and assign
frequency spectrum to nongovernment •uses,. now vested in the
FCC, should be transferred to the central, executive branch policy
office.



C1insolidation of spectrum allocation authority would permit

greater flexibility in assignment policies and eventually, even

more efficient spectrum use. However, such a move requires

legislation, it raises concerns about political interference in

the assignment of frequencies, and it would inundate the new

office with a highly routine workload. (The FCC now processes

800, 000 applications yearly, compared to 37, 000 now handled by

the DTM. ) For these reasons, immediate consolidation of these

responsibilities is not recommended, but planning for eventual

consolidation should be started..

A .third issue concerns organizational arrangements for management of

Federal communications networks to implement policy guidance. This is

currently done through the National Communications System (NCS) structure.

Both the BOB and GAO studi&s concluded that changes should be made in

the NCS arrangements. However, the issues involved are too detailed

and too complex to be settled in the context of reorganization of policy

machinery. Therefore, the NCS arrangements should not be changed at

this time, but should be studied as a priority matter by the new central

policy office as soon as it is established. The study would review the
objectives, system concepts, organizational arrangements, and

effectiveness of the NCS structure, and should include a thorough

examination by the National Security Council of national security
objectiyes for telecommunications. Recommendations should be

developed for the President: regarding the best objectives and

management arrangements for overall coordination of Federal

telecommunications activities.

Recommendation

An Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established as

an iindependent: entity in the Executive Office of the President.

The birector of this office, appointed by the President, would

have ,primary executive branch responsibility for both national.

telecommunications policies ancl Federal administrative telecom-

munication operations. The responsibilities of the Office_ of

Telecommunications Polic3r would include:

economic, technical and systems analysis of

telecommunications policies and opportunities in

support of national policy formulation and U. S.

participation in, international telecommunications

activities.

developing executive branch policy on telecommunications

matters including, but not limited to, industry organization

and practices, regulatory policies, and the allocation and

use of the electromagnetic spectrum for both government

and nongovernment use.

Ii=1111.011e
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-- advocating executive branch policies to the FCC, and
through the President to the Congress; and representing
the executive branch in FCC proceedings.

- exercising final authority for the assignment of
the spectrum to government users, and developing
with the FCC a long-range plan for improved
inanagement of the total radio spectrum.

- reviewing and evaluating the research and development
for, and planning, operation, testing, procurement, and
use of all telecommunication systems and services by the
Federal government; developing appropriate policies and
standards for such systems; and making recommendations
to the Bureau of the Budget and responsible departmental
officials concerning the scope and funding of competing,
overlapping, or inefficient programs.

-- exercising the functions conferred on the President by
the Communications Satellite Act.

under the policy guidanCe of the Director, Office of

Emergency Preparedness, coordinating plans and
programs for testing of and preparing to

the use of telecommunications resources in a state

of national emergency.

test, review, and report to the President, through

the National Security Council, on the ability of
national communications resources to meet established

national security requirements efficiently and

responsively. .„

— coordinating Federal. assistance to state and local

governments in the telecommunications field.

In performing these functions, the Director, Office of Telecommunications

Policy, will be assisted by a small staff, augmented as, required by:

(I) ad hoc, interagency and nongovernment task groups, (2) independent

consultants, (3) contract studies, (4) a new Telecommunications Research

and Analysis Center, (5) the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee,

and (6) a ..ne.w Telecommunications Advisory Committee composed of

experts from outsid.e of the government. So long as the NCS structure

is retained, he will also be assisted by the Executive Agent of the NCS.
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A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center,(TRAC) should
be established in the Department of Commerce, reporting to the
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The TRAC would pro-
vide a centralized research, engineering, and analysis capability in
support of spectrum management and such other areas as may be
required. Specific functions of the TRAC would be to:

conduct research and analysis in the general field of
telecommunication- sciences in support of other govern-
ment agencies or in response to specific directives
from the Office 'ofTelecommunications Policy, with
particular emphasis on radio propagation, radio
systems characteristics, and operating techniques
leading to improved utilization of the radio resource.

develop and operate a national electromagnetic
compatibility analysis facility under the general
policy guidance of the Director, OTP.

provide the administrative and technical support
required by the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee. This support will operate in
accordance with policies and criteria laid down by

the OTP, and will, be responsive to (DTP requests
for information and special frequency assignment
actions,

The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established with

an initial strength of up to 30 professionals, including up to 15 at super-

grade levels. The position of Director, Office of Telecommunications
Policy should be established at executive pay /evel. III. Provision

should be made within the budget: of the office for adequate consulting

fees and contractual support; and for administrative support to, and
space for, task groups and personnel or, short-term detail. •

The Office of Telecommunications Management in the OEP should be
abolished. All policy functions of that office not directly related Co-
emergency preparedness should be transferred to the Office of

Telecommunications Policy, along with appropriate emergency

planning functions, final spectrum management authority, and NCS
responsibilities. The major portion of the Frequency Management
Directorate of the OTM should be transferred to the Department of
Commerce to provide the technical. and clerical support functions
described above. The position of Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications should be abolished.
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The Office of Telecommunications Policy will exercise the policy
functions of the Executive Office of the President with respect to the
planning, integration, and emergency use of the telecommunications
systems of the executive branch, subject to general policy guidance
on appropriate matters from the National Security Council and the
Director, OEP. This function will continue to be exercised through
the mechanism of the National Communications System (NCS). until
such time as changes in that mechanism are suggested by the policy
review recommended above and a,pproved by the President.
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Administrative Questions to be answered 

1. HOw can I get all the positions set up as Schedule A
(except 2 Secretaries Schedule C)?

2. How can I get 15 supergrades? (DTM currently has 9 slots)

3. What approvals will I need to hire a specific individual?

(e. g. , 'must CSC approve his qualifications versus job description?)

4. Is there any requirement that I !lire former DTM staffers?
What? Suppose I abolish functions formerly performed by a man?
Suppose I need technical or analytic skills these individuals don't
possess? Who is going to insist that I hire them? BOB? CSC? OEP?

5. To what extent must I commit myself to a particular organiza-
tion structure, grade structure, or position descriptions? Who do
have to satisfy with this? BOB? CSC? Congress? •

6. What is the complete scenario for hiring a man? A supergrade?
ust all staff have to have security clearances? Why?

7, Do I. want all the DTM. secretaries? If not, how can I be

selective?

8. Are there any restraints on my ability to transfer people,

positions and dollars to Commerce (not necessarily in the proper

proportions) provided I can work out a deal acceptable to Secretary Stans?

9. Does the April pay raise figure in the $3.3 million budget

or is there a separate appropriation measure for that?

10. What about military details? Officers? Enlisted? Who
pays what? How? Do I need to talk to anyone?

11. Motor pool arrangements? Costs? Car maintenance?

Drivers?

12. Administrative support arrangements? OM) or internal
or other?

13. Office space? E0B, FOB#7? Other?



SEC. Z. General functions. Subject to the authority and control

of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy

(hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommuni-

cations.

(13) Establish and set forth plans, policies, and programs with

respect to telecommunications that will promote the public interest,

support national security, sustain and contribute to the full development

of the economy and world trade, strengthen the position and serve the

best interests of the United States in negotiations with foreign nations,

and promote effective and innovative use of telecommunications

technology, resources and services. Agencies shall consult with the

Director to insure that their conduct of telecommunications activities

is consistent with, the Director's policies and standards.

(c) The Director shall coordinate those interdepartmental and

national activities which are conducted in preparation for U.S.

participation in internatio3.-10. telecommunications a.ctivities, and shall

provide to the Secretary of State advice and assistance with respect to

telecommunications in support of the Secretary's responsibilities for

the conduct of foreign affairs.
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(d) Coordinate the telecommunications activities of the

executive branch and formulate policies and standards therefor, including

but not limited to considerations of interoperability, privacy, security,

spectrum use and emergency readiness.

(e) Evaluate by appropriate means, including testing of the

overall comm.unicatinns system, the capability of existing and planned.

telecommunications systems to meet national security and emergency

preparedness requirements, and report. the results and any recommended

remedial actions to the President and the National. Security Council.

(f) Review telecommunications re8ca.rch and development,

system improvement and expansion programs, and prog,rams for the

testing, operation, and use of telecon-Imunications systems by

Federal agencies to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating or

inefficient progra.ms, and make recommendations to appropriate

agency officials and to the DireL:tor of the Office of Management and

Budg,-ct concerning the scope and funding of these programs.

(g) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, programs,

and standards for the mobiliz,ation and use of the Nation's telecommu-

nications resources in any emergency, and be prepared to administer

such resources if directed to do so in any emergency, under the overall

policy direction and planning assumptions of the Director of the Office

of Emergency Preparedness.

(h) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments

in the telecommunications area.
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(i) Conduct and coordinate economic, technical, and systems

analyses of telecommunications policies, activities, and opportunities

in support of national policy formulation and United States participation

in international. tel cc om municat ion s activ Ries .

(j) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of the

convergence of computer and communications technologies, and

recommended needed actions to the President and to the departments

and agencies.

(3) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of

his responsibilities.



RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy develops
the executive branch position on national telecommunications
policy, coordinates the planning and operation of the telecomunica-
tions systems of the Federal government, discharges responsibilities
assigned to the President in the areas of spectrum management: and
satellite communications, and performs emergency planning and
control functions for telecommunications.

The Director serves as the President's principal advisor on
te/ecommunications policy, including:

(1) The organization, practices, and regulation of the
U. S. domestic and international communications
industry.

(2)

(3)

The allocation, use, and management of the radio
spectrum resource for government use, and prepara.-
tion of recommendations to the FCC on spectrum
allocation for civilian use.

The preparation of U. S. positions for international

communication conference:-,, conventions, and

or gani zati on S.

(4) Federal research and development programs in

support of the above.

The Director assures that the executive branch position on

telecommunication policy issues is effectively presented to the

Congress and to the Federal Communications Commission in the

form of legislative proposals, recommendations, and testimony as

required.

The Director's responsibilities for the planning and operation of

Federal government tele.cornmunications systems include:

(1) Development of government-wide standards for

equipment and procedures, as required in the

interest of economy or effectiveness.



(2)

(3)
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Evaluation of the ability of national. communications

resources adequately and efficiently to meet estab-

lished national security and emergency communications

requirements. •

Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget con-

cerning the funding of communications systems and

research and development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical

procurement of Feder). 1 telecommunications services.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the President,

to assign. radio frequencies for use by the government. He is

as in this responsibility by the Telecommunicaticms Research

and Analysis Center to be established in the Department of Commerce

and the Interdepartmental. Radio Advisory Committee. He carries

out the responsibilities conferred on the President by the Communica-

tions Satellite Act. The Director coordinates the development of

plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommunications

resou_rces in an. emergency, and prepares to administer national.

telecommunications r eri 0113:CCS in the event of war under the overall

policy guidance of the Director, 0E1-).

The Director coordinates assista,nce in telecommunications matters

provided by the Federal government to State and local governments.

He appoints scientists, engineers, and economists from outside

government to advise on telecornmunications.matters.

To carry out these responsibilities, the Director must have the

following qualifications:

\Ai
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(1) A thorough grasp cif the social, economic,

engineering, and national security factors which

must: be Con side,: ed in formulating telecommunications

policies and standards. tAi

(2) Familiarity with telecommunications needs and
opportunities of government, industry, and the
public, and with the s 1 YUC tUr C of private and
governmental telecommunications institutions,
both national. and international.
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The ability to initiate and coordinate telecommunications

policy matters on an interdepartmental basis in

cooperation with industry and public interest groups,

and to define and a.nalyze those key policy issues

requiring Presidential involvement.

The ability to direct studies utilizing systems analysis,

'systems engineering, and economics needed for the

systematic analysis of telecommunications policies

and opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness,

and their costs.



SEC. Z. General functions. Subject to the authority and control

of the President, the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy

(hereinafter referred to as the Director) shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommuni-

cations.

(b) Establish and set forth plans, policies, and programs with

respect to telecommunications that will promote the public interest,

support national security, sustain and contribute to the full development

of the economy and world trade, strengthen the position and serve the

best interests of the United States in negotiations with foreign nations,

and promote effective and innovative use of telecommunications

technology, resources and services. Agencies shall consult with the

Director to insure that their conduct of telecommunications activities

is consistent with the Director's policies and standards.

(c) The Director shall coordinate those interdepartmental and

national activities which are conducted in preparation for U.S.

participation in international telecommunications activities, and shall

provide to the Secretary of State advice and assistance with respect to

telecommunications in support of the Secretary's responsibilities for

the conduct of foreign affairs.
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(d) Coordinate the telecommunications activities of the

executive branch and formulate policies and standards therefor, including

but not limited to considerations of interoperability, privacy, security,

spectrum use and emergency readiness.

(e) Evaluate by appropriate means, including testing of the

overall communicatinns system, the capability of existing and planned

telecommunications systems to meet national security and emergency

preparedness requirements, and report the results and any recommended

remedial actions to the President and the National Security Council.

(f) Review telecommunications research and development,

system improvement and expansion programs, and programs for the

testing, operation, and use of telecommunications systems by

Federal agencies to identify competing, overlapping, duplicating or

inefficient programs, and make recommendations to appropriate

agency officials and to the Director of the Office of Management and

Budget concerning the scope and funding of these programs.

(g) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, programs,

and standards for the mobilization and use of the Nation's telecommu-

nications resources in any emergency, and be prepared to administer

such resources if directed to do so in any emergency, under the overall

policy direction and planning assumptions of the Director of the Office

of Emergency Preparedness.

(h) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments

in the telecommunications area.
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(i) Conduct and coordinate economic, technical, and systems

analyses of telecommunications policies, activities, and opportunities

in support of national policy formulation and United States participation

in international telecommunications activities.

(j) Conduct studies and analyses to evaluate the impact of the

convergence of computer and communications technologies, and

recommended needed actions to the President and to the departments

and agencies.

(1) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of

his responsibilities.
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Confirmation --- ()nest:ions Answers

Major Subject Areas

1. JP". Whitehead - Personal

2.. The Office of Telecommunications Policy
A. Structure

B. Policy

3. Relations with other parts of Government
A. DOD
B. FCC

(i) Regulatory matters generally

(ii) Current issues

-- Computers and computer privacy - CATV

- - Wiretapping

-- Political broadcasting

- USJTA -- separation issue

- NAS on interconnection
-- TA T 6

C. Commerce

D. Other White House Offices (NSC/OMB)

E. Congress

F. State

4. Industrial relations

5. National Communications System

(including FTS, A utovon, Advanced Record System of GSA, and

A utodin)

6. Satellite Communications

A. Domestic - General

B. Alaska

C. INTli.a,SAT Negotiations

D. Direct Broadcasting by Satellite

E. What is Panel I

F. A c r011aut i cal Satellite Service

. Spectrum Management
(including NECAF)

8. ITU and the Space WARC

9. Noncommercial Broadcasting - PBC

10. Rostow Report
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Question: Why do 'WU need the OTP? What will it do? How will it

function?

Answer: The OTP is needed to perform three principal functions:

I. To serve the President and the nation by analyzing

issues and developing policy options across the entire

. spectrum of telecormmunications activity.

Z. To coordinate the telecommunications activities of

the Federal Government to the degree necessary to

meet priority national, needs effectively and to

achieve an efficient and economical system.

3. To allocate the Federal Government portion of the

radio frequency spectrum, and to work cooperatively

with the FCC to develop an overall plan for effective

use of the total radio spectrum.

Because so many government departments and agencies

have vital interests in telecommunications, no single

department could perform these functions without

excessive friction with other departments. Hence, the.

need for an office at the level of the Executive Office of

the President.

However, while final responsibility for these functions

will rest with the OTP, we will make use to the greatest.

extent possible of the capabilities of other elements Of

1 /
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the Executive Branch to assist us with these functions.

In particular, we will be looking to the Department of

Commerce for research and analysis in support of

frequency management, and we expect to draw heavily

on the technical expertise available in the Defense

Department, NASA, and elsewhere. Our own staff will

be kept small, and we hope to attract people with wide

experience who will bring their background to bear on

problems of national importance for a limited period of

time.

R) Question: How big will the staff be?

Answer: For the present, we plan to build up to a staff of 3()

professionals, plus the necessary secretarial and

administrative support.

Question: How many supergrades?

Answer: To get the kinds of people we need, about half of the

positions will have to be at supergra.de levels. We need

technically competent people with broad experience and

a policy orientation. These are very hard to find..
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4> Question: How will the staff be organized?

Answer: The structure of the organization will evolve as we find

the people we want and sort out the principal areas of

activity. I expect to keep the structure relatively loose

and informal, at least initially.

Question: Will you use the existing DTM staff?

Answer: More than half of the staff of the DTM was involved in

frequency management support functions which we plan

to transfer to the Department of Commerce. Some of

the remaining staff will remain with the OTP, but I

expect that others will find jobs elsewhere.

0. What Win CYJ.J 1 rei 1 ly do?

A. Jt will do the fac....1 findinl.,; and P.nalysis necessary to identify
the policy choices open to the givernment with respect to the
telecomintinic;.,.tions sector of our economy, and with rosp,:.:et to the
government's use of te)ecointylunications services and equipynent.
It Will assure t1.1 -It these choice::: are widely discussed, that an points
or. view are hez,,rd, and that dc.!c7i.;i.ons are rea.ched in a timely manlier.

7.171;:
my, 7.6 •;,'L rf h c 0 f j N,v11 1-J;ve
unique contribution5.; in the areas of ma.nagement of the government
portions of the. frequency speetrurn, and policy. development for
government use. Of telCOOrnMUniC aiOnS. It will cooperate With the FCC
in some other -:.reas, and some mat t-ers SY,--.1:13'undoubtedly will
coutinue to be addressed solely by ale FCC.



Policies

Question:

Answer:

8

•

How can your office protect the interests of the government

a user of communications and at the same time objectively

consider the interests of the private sector and the public

at large?

I do not see why this should be a particular problem. Tilc.

government is a major user of the output of many

industries: aviation, petroleum, construction, to give a

few examples - and yet policies affecting these industries

in various ways must be formulated. However, to try to

address your concern specifically in this case, I would

say that the various Departments and Agencies which procur

telecommunications services, together with the Office of

Management and Budget, should be the principal advocates

and protectors of the government's interest in the

procurement of telecommunications services and equipment,

and in defining the government's needs for spectrum.alloca-

lion; The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be•

in a position to weigh these need.s and interests against the

interests of other sectors, and to make objective

recommendations to the President.
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Question: Should the Communications Act of 1934 be rewritten? the

Comm-u.nications Satellite Act of 1962?

Answer: As we progress with our work we will, of course, have

an eye to the need for additional legislation in the

communications area. I think it much more likely that

the 1962 Act would need. updating than the 1934 Act. The

Communications Satellite Act was excellent legislation

at the time, and it started the U.S. very successfully on

the road of leader ship in space communications. However,

at that time all of the thinking was attuned to the

capabilities and limitations of low orbiting satellites,

and the success of geostationary satellites has really

changed the picture quite a bit. So we will be looking at

the need for updating particularly in that area.
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Question: Do you favor the introduction of the maximum possible

degree of cOmpetition in the communications industry?

Answer: Competition is, of course, the underlying principle in our

economy, and we provide a public franchise for monopoly

only when there arc overriding reasons to do so. There

are, obviously, overriding reasons for a monopoly in the

public telephone message service. We have to carefully

evaluate the other types of services which are evolving in

a very dynamic industry — including those in which

computers and communications are being used together —

and make judgments as to the existence of these overriding

reasons.

Frankly, I see. no reason now to extend regulation to the

data processing industry. Looking at the area of

specialized carriers, I think that competitor) may be

desirable as long as there is some basis for it other than

"cream sl:imming," as it is called. I do not think it is

economically justifiable for independent carriers to

survive economically solely because the competing

coinmon carrier is forced to charge nationwide average

rates. This can lead to inefficient: investments which

raise the total cost to the nation of providing telephone

service.



Question: What will, be the relationship between the OTP and other

White House offices such as the NSC, Domestic Council,

OST, and the Office of Management and Budget?

Answer: We will coordinate with other elements of the Executive

Office in areas of mutual interest. We would expect,

for example, to work with the NSC staff on national

security communications requirements, with the domestic

staff on the role of communications in coping with urban

problems and other social needs, with OST on issues of

research and technology, and with the OMB on questions

of the organization, management, and efficiency of

Federal Government telecommunications systems.
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Question:

Answer:

What will be the role of the OTP with respect to

Presidential Communications.?

The Office will not be involved in the day to day operation

of any communications systems, including those which

serve the President. However, I will be aware of the

cts,swcommunications needs of the President, and will

•

that these needs are adequately reflected in the design

of the government communications 5yste-rns.

1c.c.tc»: of tlie 0'.Hvi.infoir3.-1(!(1 thir, (onnitN.. (1_ in.

f.; app r Op heim.ing:.; that be hzIf: 1)clen unable, to 113).(:
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Question:

Answer:

1 on i:110 \\Ye (1 to ex .-.;t, an Joy

What will be the relationship of the OTP with other elements

of the Executive Branch?

The office will develop policies which will affect the develop-

7X1CDt and operation of government communicati9ns systems,

and will .work with the Office of Management and Budget to

see that these policies are reflected in plans, programs

and management arrangements. However, the office will

not assume any responsibilities for operating tele-q

communications systems.
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Question: What kind of policies do you have in mind? Can you

give me an example?

Answer: We need a clearer policy, or guidance if you will, about

the extent to which different government communications

systems will be forced together or integrated into a

single system. It is possible to go too far here, to try

to build a sophisticated single system capable of being

all things to all men, while discarding existing hardware

which is perfectly serviceable for the particular needs

it is serving. On the other 'hand, system compatibility

and the ability of different systems to interconnect

easily is definitely advantageous, and new facilities

which are added to the stock of government communica-

tions assets should be constrained in most instances by

considerations of conipatibility.

_

I think we need to re-think and re-state the objectives,

guidelines, and standards for overall government

systems planning to achieve the right balance between

the advantages of compatibility and standardization and

the costs of eliminating existing diversity.
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Quc:, Li on:

Answer:

vi)11 be the 1.e11acui..,ilip 0.. ITI W j. 1,17

The two offices will cooperate in those areas where there

arc mutual interests and concerns. No existing authority

or function of the FCC has been affected by the

reorganization. There. has been some concern voiced

that my office would use the prestige of the Presidency to

somehow overwhelm the FCC. Neither Chairman Burch nor

I think tlmt this will happen.
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do you vi..t.lualj:,;e your relationship \vith th.c.‘. FCC?

A: see no area of contention b .yeen our re ;.;pe-,..-11::;Ve 05..f.:1.C.0 11.11)C

.Prc:sidorii. has occined very C1C;.%1'1.y the purpose of tras 
f,.

vj S -a S

'that of tht, .1,'GC and in a recent lc.c..ier to C1n.-..Lvi.,-“.1 -.11

and ii )c FCC \-,7w.‘e in no se-,i1;-.;e c. 1.-)11.1pC.C.1 tOrF, the ;ir f national

and public policy. I consider I Ilia, in certain majo-.:.• areas for

exavriplc,, in our respective roles in managing the clectrmnalT.etic

11) We MI Cd to (:(»-i lilt with one.another, assifit une another

an.d wilen such a S sistanco W S i3.)di. C.: ;.'1. t d al) C] S d. V?: 1'; C CS oh otJicr

of actual or potential problems Which 1'J'. i]affect our national

I' (l.cc.or.on)tvni cations ).-.)C) ;.;t nrc, it is in y undor standing that the

relationship bct\vcen Gencrrd O'Connell and Ch iril) an ) yd e as

well. as between thc-.1-.1.- respecti.vc.'. staffs -- \vas a very close

prodticti -Nic one, 'III the S CMS C lb I; thc.ty coopc.rz-Jecl closely i-ind

c ontin.uo y on pm oh) r, of iii t-C.Alal concern. I. would hop(' that tb*;,,

relation tihip bctv., (ten our respective offices would not only continue

but be pro7,ressivcly s'crentheY.)e.d.
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such as the :ICC:0.111. (101T1'eStie saltellite policy be sent to the FCC?

A: Ye;;.
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Dealing with the FCC and Congress 

u.:11
What de, you do to keep the Congress fully

apprised of your activities with respect to the

FCC in the regulatory area?

Let me say, Senator, 'I fully recognized the ultimate'

responsibility of the Congress (ethe operation of

the FCC.. Therefore, / intend that the Congress

should be kept fully informed of our views on

matters pending before the FCC.

I do not believe that ihiii)should present a problem.

It is my intention that my Office will contribute

to FCC policy formulation by submitting formal

documents embodying careful analysis of issues

which we think are important. The Executive

memorandum filed with the FCC in the pomestic,

Satellite proceeding illustrates the kind of thing

/ have in mind. Our briefs and other filings will,

of course, be public documents and will be available

for scrutiny not only by the Commission, but members

of this committee and other interested parties.



I would hope that our filings with the FCC

would be of assistance to the Congress to

the extent that you have to deal with similar

issues.



Standard Answer for "Matters igz.m.1.1 ion_

What is your view on the FCC's handling of tele-

phone company ownership of CATVs (or network

control of programming)?

A: This matter is difficult and complex. It is

presently the subject of active litigation. In

the circumstances, I think it would be better

for me not to venture any offhand judgment which

might somehow prejudice the course Of this liti-

gation.

This subject is of such ovious importance that

my Office will be concerned with it and will study

it. If we ,have additional views relating to the

matter, based on careful study, we will make them

known at the appropriate time and in the appropri-

ate manner, which might be to the Commission or

to the court or to the Congress.



Question: What will be the role of the Commerce Department? How

AlAS we r:

• big will the Commerce activity be?

Commerce will be a primary source of technical and

analytic support for the OTP. The principal focus for

Commerce support, at least initially, will be in the

spectrum management area. The Secretary of Commerce

will not be the final authority for spectrum assignments -

that authority will be exerci sed by the Director of the OTP.

However, Commerce will provide technical support, incluclin,

the development of an improved data base and new

analytical techniques for analysis of spectrum allocation

and use. Existing research activities of the Department

will be focused to contribute to this role.

We have not yet clearly identified just what ongoing

activities within the Commerce Department wil oe identified

as part of the Department's mission under this reorganization

so I can't say right now what the rnal,,ni ude of this effort will

I
be. However, we do know that the Department will need to

Ihire 20 to 40 additional personnel within the next year with

Ispecialized analytical skills in spectrum mana.gement

1
and engineering.



What will be your relationship with the Department, of State?

A. In general, the State Department is responsible for the conduct

of foreign relations. Operationally, this means that the Department

is responsible to conduct our foreign relations with LI-a: countriCS and

with international organizations. While the Department is

responsible for advice to the President and formulation of foreign

policy, it has traditionally worked with the White House and the FCC

and other agencies/as appropriate)to obtain policy guidance in the

telecommunications field. That Department has not made Jay,: policy

in the ultimate sense. I, therefore, would expect to be working

continually in close cooperation with all the interested agencies of

government in the process of developing national telecommunications

policy which then would become the basis for negotiations conducted

by or under the direction of the Department of State.
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Question: What interest will your office take in the issues concerned

with the relationships of computers and comm-unicatio;is,

and in the related issue of the privacy of computer data.

Answer: One of the principal features of current computer

developments is that computers are increasingly performing

the function of selecting and transmitting inform.ation from

one location to another in response to req-uest:'-,, This raises

several issues; for example:

1. Do services of this type require regulation? At the

present time I think the answer to this one is no.

2. Will data be communicated and used for purposes

other than those for which it was collected? This is

the privacy question, and it is a very important one.

I think it is extremely important that these issues be

thoroughly studied and understood and that policy options

be debated and publicly discussed. I expect my office

to be an active participant in these discussions, and to be

a prime mover if necessary to see that suitable public

policies and any necessary legislation axe. developed in these

areas.



Wire TapoinK

Q: What is your view with respect to government

policy on wire tapping?

A: Let me say, that there are two quite separate

questions involved here: First, the legal

rules governing wire tapping; and secondly, the

questions of protecting or enhancing the security

of communications networks.

On the first question, my Office has, and will

have, no views. This is entirely a natter of

law and law enforcement. Wire tapping is un-

lawful under Section 605 of the Communications

Act of 1934. This rule is subject to some

ecveptions and there have been proposals to

increase those exceptions. */ This involves

issues which are before both the Congress and

the courts. On these questions, I expect the

Attorney General to represent Administration

policy and I shall defer to the views of his

Department.

*/ See also Katz v. United 4tates, 389 U.S. 347 (167) (71/'s
Unauthorised wiretapping of phone booth violated defendant's
4th amendment rights).



Amin.

My Office will be concerned about the second

question - of protecting the security of com-

munications systems. This involves both tech-

nical and economic issues: that can be done?

how much will it cost? We shall be especially

concerned with this issue, in view of our

responsibilities for communications in times

of emergency. Therefore, we shall have under

continuing review, appropriate methods to make

communications systems more secure and a

reducing costs maintaining network security.

To the extent that we are able to develop

additional proposals, we shell, of course, sub-

mit these to the appropriate agencies.



juu_tent is that noiLher tilt: broad area of woroadcasLln,s," ith its

mu:Itifarious "o()Dby-tmps," nor CL1V shAdd be part of :,our oicnixv Uc,tement,.

Yost assuredly, as "sleepinL dos," iuuues hCrei.1 win not rei.:n doiwiont,

but the nominee for Director of OTP shouldn't "1,:histic th.e.!:„ up."

In this field, 1 sucst that all observations and/or views so]icited

be Eromded on these izo:Ases:

in the words of the Ca;A•wniention3 Act of 1934, broadcastin!:: should

oi,erdto in accordance with the convenience, intcr,:st or

nect.snity." To ssure this, the Conress by the '34 Let cited the FCC.

the other iv-nd, the industry is Livantic, its infInr.ilce ell

pervading. It is estit,ict(d the rlvcrwT Aerican ill upend eleveu yec,5:'e

of his life watchinE television. This ad-linisbrPton, or Lry aririnistratn,

would be derellet iI its ilaneirte frui', the Ade-rican people werc it not to

undertake to collilJracild the potentials for ood and ill herein, Llid to 11:x

its best resources in subittin recomnondations to the ConLTecs.

o:rtewhcre, under questioning, you may want to underscore the, conviction

that the imerican way of priva l free, competitive broLdcastinL have

iLs proble:ds, but 4othinz so sorious zis to warr&nt govern;Jent owiiei iinnd

operation, as in uost other countries.

Thcxe is no point in rti)1z:, the ecnnrnl problcols in this area - priue

renewal, p&.y-TV, Fairness Doctrine, etc. hccently we have been

throuzh this, end, I trust, the weekly siurInries have kept you up-to-date.

This vitekls revirw will be in your hands toorrow.
•

The "burninc issue" this week is the Fairness Doctrine c.s related to the

I'rosident. -.)(..ilw'cors, Goodell. .11(.1 :.!ort of the Coulunications

have joined 12 other Moves" in clef:land:111E ,riandatory equal tine for their



Viet Nan views. Thjs, alon(-7; with the political brouhaha, thc cor

to rebut the ru1)utt:11, surely will co;--e up. Fortunately, for our purioscs

at this tine, thc hard decisions rest with the FCC. You nay vish to keep

any respons:.! as bland as possible, offering a riugin enOorsement of an open

society, but, if pushed, take refuge in the fact, that anything you might say

might only collplicatc the difficult tal;:of the FCC.

it may well be that some broadcasters have already elbued committee

mknbers with the belief that there is such a thing es 'lite flouse Myra:=ent.

Over al41 alove aospring all that such is not the case, ?,)ou L:ay want to pint

out that the ncw. license fee sulie6l1e of the FCC

hnrast. rastore be wAh Imp on this. / /
taANV 

4.01.e?

Sonebod7.v., undoubLuOly, curits on the Vice l'rcident.

)eLjwde,_1 by sol.1( as

E3ve :13].10 respons(.:, if hr. licCuillnist book is raised?

As to CATV, rucent12, ustir.iLted to bu, by lcgO, a *4:,14. billion business

with 28 million subscribers, without oeCifically co.:7.ilittine; yourself to

any of the recntly announced FCC decisions, you hxy wish to hail the effort

to get rtoving.

Study, research., analysis even trial and error are of the ;:]ost urgent

iitTortanc(i. ctI,V;L:,"tuitiji3) Ue.D)tOtJC legal and Q) 'ate, arl CE101U.0,011

in the iri;:.ledizte future.

L warning mu not be a-Ass this mw, even exciting technology, is still

a technology, not a social_ l'Aessiah.

1.hat about quaaity? If one is inclined to be disechantud with the ttiRit

of three' four or five channels, what might be expected on 40 channels:



Independentrelephone C2mainLes Swarations Issue 

q: What is your view on the present separations pro-

cedure for allocating revenue between interstate

traffic and intrastate traffic?

A: I recognize the importance of this questioni for

L 1.*

/7

aA,9 yira,
42-tiAe

the,(700 independent telephone companies which are,

after all, almost entirely intrastate in operations.

This is a very difficult issue from a practical

standpoint. It is also a matter of detailed

day-to-day regulation. I do not see any compel-

ling basis which clearly dictates one method of

handling separations over all others. The line

between interstate and intrastate traffic just is

not clear beyond all difference and doubt.

My Office will, of course, wish to review this

question and seek to determine whether there is

any way in which the continuing separations problem

can be simplified or reduced. In doing so, we would,

of course, give careful consideration to the needs

and views of state regulators.



CCi

Question: What do you. think of the NAS study of interconnection?

Answer: I have not really had time to analyze and digest the report

fully. As I understand it, they have concluded that the

uncontrolled interconnection of user-owned equipment

can cause harm to common carrier personnel and to

system performance. They conclude that an independent

equipment certification program is an acceptable

alternative to carrier-provided connecting arrangements

as a means of protection. These technical conclusions

represent a significant contribution to the discussion of

the interconnection problem. The study group itself

recognized that there are several aspects of this problem

which they did not consider,, including legal and economic

questions, and the effect t service reliability of the

division of operating and maintenance responsibility for

different portions of an overall communications system.

Some of these matters can be settled in the marketplace,

but I think it is important that we continue to assess the

overall impact of interconnection policies on costs, on

the responsiveness and reliability of service, on the

introduction of new services, and on the response of the

. overall communications system in emergencies.
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1.Cou mi0at respor, tatH.z.!,st nil l, subsequent to the •

second session of the UN Workin Croup, ctrf-Ad Hoc Intr-

Covriwiental Cour.kications Satellite Coordination

ComfAittee -- known as "Panel One" was fo7cmed under

the chirmanship of the the.n Office of Tolocori;ulun.lcations

Mall.aeD.e.nt. It includes participation by -,::ncies suc;11

. as StLte; Health, Educ.ation and Weiffe;

. the Office of Science and Technolcw ('fcito Kouse);

USIA, AID, FCC and FAA. Its a:7.m hns been to provide

com:dinated, expc;:t z:.4dvi.ce to assist the MTartent of

. State in the foKmulotion of policy for internntionr.11

rnetins on this subject. LL is now work:ITIL on a stff

study which wou3'd serve that purpoi'.30.

-
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question of future space cooption under study,
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The findingc.i this Cottee will

subitted to Rep-J:e.ned



Committee a:J:e the IVpalctic;(rns of Sulte zind

Office of Science End '.inc Logy the Ntiop..1

;=d S-iv,c Council, the NSC and NASA.
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4. Industry Relations -- How handled - by whom - with whom

With the reorientation of the function formerly performed

by ODTM - that of coordinating executive branch telecommunication

policy - to a broader function of coordinaing and developing national

telecommunications policy, OTP will have to have constantly updated

information on the structure, programs, operations, technical

capability, and technological prospects of the communications

industry. That industry is made up of manufacturers, researchers,

operators in broadcasting, con-in-ion carrier services, safety and

special radio services.

/4/ Yite414Wel, / CYI7P will provide, for the first time, a national focal poif-it- ,0,difl
-.0

)
for the collection, evaluation and dissemination of systems, data, '

-and information created by and for the communications industry('

Developing and recommending policies p re s times continual contact

with the industry. A continual liaison with the highest levels and

at working )(we's will be essential. I will personally seek and

encourage such industry contact to facilitate the flow of information.



To \vhat do you. c'..,;..pect to draw upo:o 1:7ne private ;(.;(21.0?-..,:, for
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a c c Cl ca. atin our pr ogr e;;;; owa rd nal 5 on al goals in. t ciccornrrin.r.icati on.
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Domestic Satellite 

4: What do you think of the FCC's recent action on

domestic satellites?

A: The FCC's recent report and order reflects a

considerable amount of the thinking and analysis

which we made in the Executive memorandum filed

with the Commission in January. It does seem

to make possible more open entry inot the satel-

lites by those relatively few companies with

the interest, capability and capital to do so.

On the other hand, I am concerned about what

I see as the continuing delays in the regulatory

process. The Commission has still not finally

indicated how it is going to handle applications

and does not propose to do so until applications have

been filed and comments received thereon, and no

cut-off dates have been set for applications, let

alone, for comments on applications. This is a

matter which cannot be passed by lightly. Various

companies have already indicated that they would

be discouraged from entry into this field - quite

apart from its commercial potential - by the sheer



uncertainty and delay of the full fledge regu-

latory process, as we know it. General Electric

is a case in point. The situation is not hard

to understand. After all, who is going to risk

capital and resources for innovation in a new

technology if there is serious risk that after

all the work is done, the innovation will go for

nought because the regulator rejects it on non-

technical grounds or delays its introduction so

long as to render it obsolete?
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Q. What do you plan to do about providing communications to Alaska

and particularly about providing communications satellite service

to Alaska?

A. Within the past month the State of Alaska, through its Bartlett.

Earth Station and the Intelsat Pacific Satellites, has inaugurated

communications satellite service which connects that State with

the contiguous 48 states, Hawaii, the Philippines, japan, Thailand,

Indonesia, and Australia. rm many oT these points, communications

can be forwarded to and from Alaska to practically any point in the

world. For its long-distance and international traffic, therefore,

Alaska is now part of an operational global communications system.

With regard to the possible use of communications satellites in Alaska

for local, educational, or other purposes, it is my understanding that

Comsat, NASA, and possibly others arc now exploring ways of

establishing experimental programs to determine just what satellites

can do for Alaska. )J. believe the possibility of using ATS satellites

is now under active consideration and my office will, certainly

provide whatever assistance it can to the Government of the State

of Alaska to ensure that that State will obtain the full benefit of this

new technology at the earliest possible time.
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Q. understand the U.S. delegation to the Intelsat Conference has

given away Comsat's role as manager. What exactly is this situation?

A, Since Intelsat began in 1964, Comsat, under the terms of the 1964 agreements,

has been the manager of the Global Systems on behalf of all member

vv:101 lekkioN,c
countries. During the current \,t,i-om, many countries have

tc
complained that Comsat wh-vels too much power. It is simultaneous].)

the largest single iiivester with more than 50%; alone it votes 52% of

the total vote in the governing body; it is by far the largest single user

of tlic_Ltystem; and it manages the system to the extent of letting all
0 —

contracts, maintaining all books and records, and controling the

launch and orbital location of all the Global System satellites.

Originally, Intelsat had 19 signatories. Today it has 76 member

countries. As membership grows and service expands (there are now

50 earth stations operating in 28 countries), more and more members

become sensitive about the dominant role of Comsat, We do not

apologize for the and. consequently Comsat' s, role in Intelsat.

Pursuant to policies in the 1962 Communications Satellite Act., we

instigated creation of Intelsat. We made available the advanced

technological capability to establish the system; we provided the

bulk of the initial investment for the system; and we have been the

primary producer of revenues through our use of the system.



We recognize, however, that it takes two people to have communication.

When we want to talk or when we want to listen, there has to be a

correspondent at the other end. We have demonstrated the technical

and economic feasibility of Global satellites. Others are impressed,

but they have contributed and cooperated and now they feel our role

can be less dominating and still be effective. I think this is true--)
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Q. 1 understand many of the smaller users in Intelsat are clamoring

for a strong assembly which would run the organization on a one

nation-one vote basis. Can you comment on this?

A. The assembly question is currently the principal unresolved question

in the negotiations. Specifically, the debate concerns the role of the

assembly in policy making for the organization. It is our position

that Intelsat should not become an international political forum for

debate. Its purpose is essentially a commercially oriented function

of providing a public service as a public utility. Any organization

with 76 member governments inevitably involvespolitics. Recognizing

that, we have suggested that there be an assembly to deal with

general matters of governmental interest. However, the basic

function of Intelsat is communications service. Therefore, with

regard to the technical operational matters which are totally

separable from politica]. questions, we believe the Board of Governors

should be the cant rolling body with voting therein on the basis of a

voice commensurate with investment in and use of the system. We

0,(c(r-P
are seeking mutually ae-e-ri;t-ed compromise language to reflect these

relative but balanced functions of the assembly on the one hand and

the Board of Governors on the other.



Q. We seem to be moving toward the establishment of a domestic

communications satellite system in the U.S. Is this consistent with

or in c onfl ict with our participation in and support of Intel,sat?

A. As I view the nature of Intelsat, its functions and purposes, I can

find nothing incompatible with a national domestic satellite system to
(A i Ozn., kt c

handle the bulk of traffic which would not likely be handled by Intelsat

in any event. The Government of Canada, which is also among the

earliest and largest users of Intelsat is presently organizing a

domestic comn-mnications satellite system. That system has been

discussed with and coordinated with the governing body of Intelsat

to avoid any technical incompatibilii.y. We would expect to similarly

consult with Intelsat on any potential domestic U. S. system. Beyond

that, lntelsat has no say in what Canada or the U.S. or any other

country may wish to do in the process of providing for its domestic

C 0 Inal 11 ications needs.
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Q. There has been a lot of talk about direct broadcasting by satellite.

A number of hearings have been held on the subject in Congressional

subcommittees and we understand that the U. N. has a working group

on this subject. Can you tell us what the U.S. 's policy is on direct

broadcasting satellites and,in general, describe where this entire

matter stands at the present time?
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Question: Where will the.  NiCA1 be established?

Answer: We plan to look to Commerce for the research and

analysis support of the kind which would be provided by

a NECAF.

When the NECAlo was considered to be part of•the DTM,

it made some sense to consider it as a separate facility

performing a specialized function within the overall

DTM role. Within Commerce, there may not be a

separate facility identifiable as a NI._:CAlo, because the
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function will he part of a broader Commerce support

role. However, there is clearly a need for additional

resources for the functions which the NEGAF was to_

perform, because these arc not being done anywhere

now for problems other than military ones.

We plan to transfer most, if not all, of the funds and

spaces originally budgeted for the NECAlo to Commerce,

to permit the buildup of the necessary support

capabilities in the area of electromagnetic compatibility

analysis,

50,7
Question: Why do you "some, if not all"? Shouldn't all of

the funds go?

Answer: The FY 71 budget was constructed to support the old

DTM office, as a part of OEP, plus a separate NECAF.

That budget must now support a separate OTP, plus

electromagnetic compatibility analysis and other

frequency management support functions within an

existing department. We will need time to re-evaluate

the relative requirements and priorities of these now

organizations before we can say just how the budget can,

be divided up.



Spectrum. Management Philosopfly

Q. Each time one of these telecommunications agencies is up

here, whether it be the FCC, OTM, or the Department of

Commerce, 90% of their concern seems to be over radio

spectrum management. We also get many expressions of

concern from the various industries on this score. I wonder

if you could explain just what: the problem is — I gather there

is a. serious shortage of radio frequencies -- and what you

intend to do about it?

. First, I vould like to disassociate myself from the view that

there is a spectrum shortage or crisis. While the capacity

of the radio spectrum may indeed be limited, 1: feel we are

nowhere near reaching that limit in the for future

,  rovided we can formulate some improved management: policies
Y114414/614 

and practices. I suspect: the notion of tIshortage " is somewhat of

1.141) a scare tactic employed by frequency managers and some users
,i:o call attention to what is indeed a very important area ofit 

public and private concern. I prefer, however, to view it: more

as a challenge to effective management resulting from the

interaction of a. very dynamic technology: and a highly flexible

irA00

4,1) resource of virturilly limitless capacity with a malagemen s stem
........_ 

Alesgeared to a more orderly and ponderous type of c ecision-making.

Perhaps I can give you an example of what I mean. You see,

the radio frequency spectrum is somewhat like the tones of a musical
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scale. If you and I try to sing the same notes at the same time

and in the same place, a listener will be unable to hear either

of us clearly because of interference from. the other.

Similarly, if two radio systems try to operate in the same area

at the same time and using the same frequency or "tone", they will.

produce "radio intereference" for one another. If they use

different tones, they won't interfere. Sc) frequency management

really began as a process of assigning different tones to different

radio systems to avoid interference; .and many of today's rules,

regulations, and management procedures are largely an outgrowth

of this concept of frequency allocation and assignment.

Now if I can return to the analogy between radio and sound

transmission, I think you will agree that speakers and li.steners in

different rooms could readily use the same tones or frequencies

without interfering with one another — and the same is true with

radio. Thus, the concept of spectrum resource management: -- as

contrasted with frequency management -- must take into account

the possibility of simultaneous, non-interfering use of the sane

frequency by suitably separated radio systems. So we have added

a new dimension to the capacity of this resource, and of course you

realize this is just what we do when we allow radio or television
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broadcast stations in widely separated cities to use the same

channel or frequency band.

In addition 1:0 the use of different frequencies, or

operation in different: areas, there are several other characteristics

of radio wave transmission which may be varied to permit: one wave

. to be distinguished from another and hence to permit a proliferation of

non-interfering systems. In the case of point-to-point systems, that

is systems which interconnect: but two points along the earth's surface

rather than "broadcasting" to many points, we can take advantage

of our ability to focus those waves into very narrow beams --

like searchlights -- which allows us to pack many more point-to-point

links using the .same tones into a given area without interference

than would be possible using very brad-beam radiation. So again

we have increased the reusability of the frequency spectrum and

the net: radio ,cornmnnications ca.pa.city by exploiting yet another

dimension of this radio spectrum resource, i. e., the direction

of transmission. We can even use this to permit simultaneous use

of the same tones (frequencies) by satellite and terrestrial radio

systems, since the former use transmission paths extending from

ea 3:Lb to space and hack. while the latter employ paths paralleling the

earth's surface.



What I am trying to eliiphasize, Senator, is that the

radio spectrum resource has many other dimensions than just

frequency -- and. there are several others 1 have.ntt mentioned

and that simply by juggling the combinations of these that

particular systems use we can. accommodate. a greater or lesser•

number of radio systems. Now it obviously costs something for

this juggling .-- both for figuring out what is possible and. for

.designing the equipment to work in. appropriate ways. Furthermore,

these costs vary both with the particular resource pa.rorneter

one is juggling and with time as technology and our understanding

of radio transmission processes advances. Thus, to finally

reach. the heart of your question, the primary task for spectrum

management is to ensure that all dimensions of this resource

are fully and effectively utilivied to accommodate expandin.g needs

for radio services, and that rational decision may be made as

to the relative costs and benefits of choosing alternative

combinations of these resource parometers. It is not basically

a problem of rationing a fixed amount of resource capability

among conflicting claimants. My principal concern is that we not

be inhibited in our use of this resource by outmoded concepts and

vested. interests in the "frequen.cy allocations" established under

these concepts — whether those allocations be labelled
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government or nongovernment -- but rather that we seek full

exploitation of all the capacity and capability this resource

has to offer. Various ways of achieving this objective have

been suggested, such as the Spectrum Engineering concept

advanced by the IEEE/MA Joint Technical Advisory Committee,

the electromagnetic compatibility analysis capability contemplated

by the predecessor office of the OTP, and the leasing or marketing

of spectrum rights suggested by the Rostow Task Force and

several economists associated. with this field. I would not want

to take a position as to the optimum approach at this time, and

have no preconceived notions other than that a. melding of all

these approaches will most Mel y be required if we are truly to

reap the benefits of this resource and of the continuing technological

advances which are foreseen in radio services.
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Q: *Back in 1963, President Kennely establi:-.;hed the National

Coln.m .uniications System. It was to be developed by /inTkinp..,

together major tc,overnn-leyrt systcons and eventually we were

going to get a folly --su:rvivable, integrated, economic;-Al and

dependable syster).-) for any kind of national enaergency. Seven

—

years later) the a se ): i 0 11 F) (lite 0:u. in My n ii nd as to ve'hellier
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÷41.91Appeio,-010 Director of thc:: Office of

101// if)AV-e
ti'clecur)n.-)unication c:y 144.ry a hey policy role in guiding the

develoi>mont of. the NOS. In c:;.c.-rcising this authority, the Director

n) u st V,' 0 .1...k V Cl OS c:1 y with the v A.gent and the.

.of the NCS who are Ye Cvol y the Sc Ota 3' y Of Defen so and the

Wee-6077.
of the Defense Corninunications Agency. I am

confident that the cc ent r eC):11,..anj t1J ji) DOD which has 3: et.; 0:1 -1-ed

to the
in the cstahlishment Of Ole positior of Assistant/Secret:Li y of

Defen so f()). Tel OCOn)31-3011.ic,"-11 -.).().1)s • (.31hD,DC e th c CapziNUt y of

both this office awl of Dor) to move ahcnd. in tho 0,,,ve103,3,10:01. of this

conimonication ;y stern, whi.ch I consider to be incUspensz-thle lo the

nationa1 interest and E; oc. y can a F. Ore this Comn.litt co th;,

considel. this matter an ort,),ent one.

417: 41
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Question: The General Accounting Office hal-3 been critical, of the

progress made in unification of the National Communica-

tions System. What will you do a.bout that?

Answer: I think the first important step here is to define the

objectives more clearly.

It

The forced unification of existing systems can be

expensive and unnecessarily disruptive. Centralization

of operating management and programming responsibilities

reduces the incentives for users to weigh communications

in relation to other goods and services required to

accomplish their mission.

On the other hand, there are definite advantages in

having the ability to interconnect the various govern-

ment systems, and in having some, means of allocating

overall. system capacity to the highest priority needs in

emergencies. Progress has been made toward these

goals under the NCS concept, and we want to be sure

that progress continues to be made along these lines.

In short, we must determine, and express clearly, the ,

degree of unification which is needed to meet Presidential

and national requirements, and to achieve overall.

(. •
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economy and efficiency. Then we can assess more

meaningfully where we are and where we have to go

with the NCS. This will be one of the problems we

will start to work on immediately.
•
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Question: Why does the U.S. Government: have two separate

telephone networks -- FTS and AUTOVON? Shouldn't

these be combined? What will you do about this?

Answer: Apparently these two networks evolved separately for a

variety of reasons. At least one factor is that the FTS

facilities tend to be concentrated in large cities where

there are major concentrations of government agencies,

while the military needed to pikt their switches away from

such target areas because AUTOVON provided communica-

tions for the SAGE air defense system. in recent years

there have been a number of studies of combining these

networks, and J understand several ways of doing this

have been identified and evaluated. The savings which

are estimated seem to depend on the growth rate which

is projected for each network, on how termination costs

are treated,,in.d on the number of special requirements

which might have to be met outside of a combined network.

I intend to give this immediate attention, and, if

combining these networks is really advantageous, I will

see that it is done.
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Question: What about the separate record. networks --- AUTODIN

Answer:

and the Advanced Record Network of GSA?

am not familiar enough with the various record networks

to comment on the desirability of combining them, but

I think the question deserves serious study. We would

not want to combine them just .for the sake of combining

them there would have to be an economic or

operational advantage.



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

TO:yWom Whitehead
Bryan Eagle

FROM: Bruce Owen

Attached are two lists of "policy
issues" which I made up some time
ago. I have indicated those which
might usefully be added to the
list you are now working on.

I hope that I will have an opportunity
to comment on the substance of the
various OTP positions indicated, as
well as on the question of which
have been omitted. I believe that
several of the psoitions indicated
are not good policy.



Attachment

OTP PROPOSED INITIATIVES 

I. GOALS

OTP's proposed initiatives are intended to achieve the following goals:

A. Bring present broadcast regulation more in line with our
private enterprise media philosophy to stern the tide of demands of
activist groups for free broadcast time and to correct the anti-
competitive power of the three TV networks.

B. Create a new legislative framework for development of
broadband cable television and the many entertainment, informational,
and educational services a new cable television industry could provide
(following Cabinet committee report).

C. Restructure regulation of the U. S. international common
carrier communications industry to eliminate artificial distinctions
between voice and record message carriers, to enhance the private
enterprise character of Comsat, and to promote efficient balances of
satellite and undersea cable facilities.

D. Promote economic efficiency and competition in the domestic
common carrier industry as new communications services become
available by means of satellite transmissions and increased reliance
on specialized carriers for innovative services.

E. Improve the Federal Government's own use of communications
resources to achieve national security objectives, improve performance
of public safety agencies, and ruralize government savings in the procure-
ment of communications facilities and services.

II. MAJOR INITIATIVES

A. Le •islative Reform of License Renewals and Other
Aspects of Broadcast Regulation

1. Lengthen the term of broadcast licenses; place the
burden of proof on renewal challengers; and lessen detailed FCC control
of broadcasting.

2. Exempt product ads from the Fairness Doctirine require-
ments of free response time; minimize case-by-case FCC enforcement
of the Fairness Doctrine, except as to network programming, and
prohibit discrimination in the sale of broadcast advertising time.
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3. Attempt to reduce obstacles blocking establishment
of new commercial TV networks by changes in AT&T tariffs,
FCC networking rules, and possible antitrust actions.

4. Clarify that the First Amendment's free press
guarantees protect (and therefore places responsibility on)
management of stations and networks rather than their reporters,
and enlist their help in keeping network news professionally balanced.

B. Cable Television Legislation 

Legislation embodying trecommendations of the Cabinet committee
on cable television to create a framework for the development and regula-
tion of the cable television industry; generally resolving such issues
as cable pay TV, networking competition with broadcasting, cross-media
ownership of cable systems, and division of jurisdiction between the
Federal Government and the States.

C. Legislation to Correct Deficiencies in the International 
Common Carrier Industry

1. Require the FCC to coordinate with the executive branch
to allow effective government-industry negotiations with foreign govern-
ments regarding international communications facilities matters.

2. Terminate common carrier ownership and participation
in Comsat;

3. Clarify the Congressional guidance to the FCC for
regulating U.S. international carriers and redefine the classes of such
carriers to reduce the obsolete distinction between voice and data
communications.



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

8 0 UC1 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR KEN COLE

blieclOr

DIRECTOR

I am sending today two separate packages: (1) a catalog
of OTP and Administration positions on various communications
issues, with a draft covering memorandum to John Ehrlichman;
and (2) an agenda of communications initiatives for next
year.

The catalog is broken down into two separate portions; a
summary of important and immediate issues, including those on
which there is a stated Administration position; and the
comprehensive listing of issues falling within OTP's area
from which the summary was compiled.

Both the initiatives and the issues listing need to be reviewed
from the perspective of politics and the rest of the President's
1973 program.

As I indicated to you before, it is my intention to discuss
these matters with Flanigan and Ehrlichman soon after the
election, but it would be very helpful to have your preliminary
views so tht the final package that goes to John would be most
useful for him. I would like to meet with you along with my
legal and congressional staff officers before the election to
discuss these two packages.

Attachments

dipl.1.1.114411114."'

Clay T. Whitehead





DRAFT MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

Attached are a summary of major communications policy

issues with the OTP and Administration positions on

each (Attachment A), and the comprehensive list from

which the summary was compiled (Attachment B).

I have divided the issues into two categories: (A) those

on which there is a clear and stated Administration

position; and (B) other important and immediate issues

where OTP has stated a position (indicated by *) or

where the President may wish us to do so.

I would like to review this with you as soon as possible

so that we can have your guidance on what further needs

to be done before we proceed.

Attachments

Clay T. Whitehead
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CATALOG OF POSITIONS ON ISSUES 

COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING 

A. Stated Administration Positions 

1. The three-hour limitation of FCC's prime time

access rules should be reviewed.

2. The number of prime time reruns should be

reduced.

3. The number of prime time reruns should be

reduced without regulation if possible.

4. Section 315 requirements should be repealed

for either all or no Federal offices.

5. There should be no FCC requirements for

"counteradvertising" independent of Fairness

Doctrine.

6. Home game black out of TV carriage of pro-

sports events should be lifted when stadium

sold out.

Adminis.irmieuety cohciatvii(il
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B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Position 

a. There is a need for legislation providing

license renewal stability.

b. Broadcast license terms should be lengthened.

C. Broadcast license terms should be lengthened

to five-year terms.

d. "All channel" legislation for AM-FM radio is

undesirable.

e. Regulatory controls on commercial radio

should be lessened.

f. There should be a radio deregulation

g•

experiment.

The three-hour limitation of FCC's prime

time access rules should be rescinded.

NEL



h. Network ownership participation in enter-

tainment programming should be limited.

i. Joint newspaper and TV ownership in the

same market should not be:

(1) prohibited by FCC rule.

(2) considered in license renewals.

. Creation of new joint newspaper and TV

ownership in the same market should be

reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

.k. The FCC TV channel allocations standards

(e.g. VHF drop ins, UHF taboos, etc.)

should be reviewed.

1. FCC-created minimum program st:andar,ds...for..

"superior" or "minimal" performance to

determine renewal purposes are undesirable.

m. The feasibility of a rating index or rating
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system for TV violence should be studied by

HEW.

n. There should be no FCC restrictions on

violence in programs.

o. Section 315's "equal time" requirements should

be retained for all political candidates.

p. The Fairness Doctrine should not be applicable

to product ads.

q. There should be legislation requiring non-

'aiscriMinatory paid access for broadcast ad'

time;

(l) With proper modification of the Fairness

Doctrine,

r. There should be legislative modification of

case-by-case enforcement of the broadcasters'

"fairness" obligations.
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S. Federal policy should foster the creation of

new commercial TV networks.

2. No OTP Position 

a. Pending anti-trust suits on network owner-

ship of entertainment programming.

b. Commercials in children's programs should be

eliminated or restricted by FCC.

C. Restrictions on broadcast station ownership

by conglomerates.

•

d. There should be expansion of the "Zapple" or

quasi-equal opportunities doctrine for non-

candidate political broadcast appearances.

e. Federal policy should foster the creation of

new commercial TV networks through:

(1) modification of FCC rules governing

.•••••.
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network affiliation contracts.

(2) review of AT&T interconnection tariffs.

(3) prime time access rule.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING 

A. Stated Administration Positions 

There should be a three to five year authorization

and appropriation cycle for CPB, but not for several

years.

• '••

B. Positions on Pending Issues

1. OTP Position 

a. HEW educational broadcast facilities program

priorities should be reviewed.

(1) New station construction funds should

be limited.
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(2) Funds for programs production facilities

at existing stations should be increased.

b. HEW should be given statutory authority to

fund construction of educational telecom-

munications facilities other than broadcast

stations.

c. Neither CPB nor HEW should be given statutory

authority to fund directly instructional TV

programming for classroom use.

d: There should be p.p.Tederal funding of CPB

outfde tfie apprOPriat:iOns process.

e.. CPB should not fund a-fixed schedule network.

f. CPB shpuld not. fund v.programming dealing --•

with politically controversial issues.

2. No OTP Position 

Market plan for allocation of CPB national program

funds.
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CABLE TV

A. Stated Administration Positions 

1. There should be no compulsory license for carriage

of distance signals beyond FCC third report and

order.

2. There should be either a pre-negotiated fee

schedule or an arbitration clause in a new

copyright schedule.

3. There should be "distant signal" importation

rules for cable carriage of AM-'FM radio signals;

B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Position 

'a.

•
• •. ,, . .

light of the Midwest Video case;;there is

a need for legislation to govern the long-term

development of cable TV.
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b. Federal regulation of cable should require:

nondiscriminatory rates, addition of capacity

upon reasonable demand and vertical dis-

integration of the program supply, intercon-

nection and transmission functions.

c. There should be no requirements for free

cable channels, special services, special

access for certain interest groups.

d. Federal rate regulations should be limited

to requirement of nondiscrimination.

'States may regulate only cable operator. .

:. -.rates to. subscribers.

f. There should be no cross-ownership restrictions

imposed on broadcaster and print media owner-

ship of cable systems.

g. There should be Government assistance when

necessary to enable cable construction and

various health and welfare cable services
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for rural residents and the urban and rural

poor.

h. The Federal Goverment should sponsor a

program to demonsrate effectiveness of

public services and viability of selected

commercial services via broadband systems.

1. There should be no Government requirement

of municipal ownership of cable television

systems.

2. No OTP Position

a. Telephone companies .;ole..•• - . •

b. Program restrictions on cable pay TV (anti-

siphoning).

c. Sp6cIal provisions r'egarding minority group'

ownership of cable television systems.

d. There should be a review of whether professional

sports interests need more control, through



program exclusivity rights, over cable carriage

of TV sports programs than afforded by

making sports events copyrightable.

e. Appropriate division of responsibility

for cable regulation among the Federal,

State and local levels.

DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER REGULATION

A. Stated Administration Positions 

1. Domestic satellite services should be provided

• on an'open .entry, competitiVe,basis.

2 Bell may offer such competitive services upon

showing no cross-subsidization.

•

B. Positions on Pending Issues'

1. OTP Positions 

a. Data communication services should be
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provided on an open entry, competitive

basis.

(1) Bell may offer such competitive

services upon showing no cross-

subsidization.

b. Mobile communication services should be

provided on an open entry, competitive

basis.

(1) Bell can offer mobile telephone services

on a tariff basis.

(2).Bell may not offer busiAess.dispatch services•• . •'

until there are effective regulatory

mechanisms to prevent cross-subsidization
•

and anti-competitive marketing practices.

c. FCC should be prohibited from granting

immunity to anti-trust laws.

d. Western Union should no longer be protected

against financial failure by the FCC.
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e. There should be no legal barriers to brokerage

and resale of communications services.

f. Cross-subsidization in regulated competitive

services should not be allowed, and within

the Bell tariffs should be explicitly

identified.

(1) The burden of proof of non cross-

subsidization should be on the supplier

of monopoly services.

g. There should be clear and nondiscriminatory

-stahdards• governin4. at:ta.ohmentt .te-the'Tel

Co network.

h. Employment practices of regulated common

carriers 1-iould be excluded from ycc.
•

jurisdiction.

i. Hawaii and Alaska should be brought into

the domestic communications systems.

(1) Rates for communication services to
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Hawaii and Alaska should be set according

to existing interstate rate making

procedures.

j. There should be nationwide implementation

of 911 as an emergency telephone number.

2. No OTP Position 

Regulatory standards for telephone services

quality should be developed.

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 

'A. stated. Administration Positions 

1. International agreements unnecessarily limiting

the free flow of information over communication

systems are contrary to U.S. intere6.4

2. International aeronautical and maritime mobile

communication satellite services should be

procured by the Government from commercial

sources.
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3. The U.S. will provide launch assistance for

foreign communication satellites if consistent

with the relevant International arrangements.

B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Positions

a. There should be legislation clarifying

structure and regulation of U.S. inter-

national communications industry.

b. Special provision for common carrier stock

ownership in Comsat should be eliminated.

(1) Government participation in Comsat

should be reduced or eliminated.

(2) "Authorizer user" concept is endorsed

(under review).

C. There should be legislation outlining govern-

ment-industry coordination for international

negotiations regarding communication facilities.
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e. The 1972 UNESCO draft and USSR initiatives

are opposed.

f. U.S. support and launch assistance for foreign

regional public communication satellite systems

will be provided absent serious harm to Intelsat.

2. No OTP Position 

Western Electric should be allowed to sell in

foreign markets.

LAND MOBILE 

A. Stated Administration Position 

None

B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Positions 

a. There should be no exclusive allocation of

spectrum space to wireline common carriers for
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mobile telephone services.

b. Mobile communication services should be

provided on an open entry, competitive

basis.

(1) Bell can offer mobile telephone

services on a tariff basis.

(2) Bell may not offer business dispatch

services until there are effective

regulatory mechanisms to prevent cross-

subsidization and anti-competitive

marketing practices..

c. A schedule of license and usage fees should

be established to reflect economic value of

and market demand for assignment of. Spectrum
•

for land mobile.

d. New procedures involving LEAA and OTP should

be established to coordinate the assignment

of spectrum for local, State, regional,

and Federal law enforcement agencies.
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e. Whatever we do now should be compatible with

orderly evolution of widespread interconnected

mobile telephone services.

2. No OTP Position 

None.

COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

A. Stated Administration Position 

None

B. Position's on Penclinies 

1. OTP Positions
••••

Computer services should not be regulated,.

especially by the FCC.

b. Information services involving both

information processing and communications

should not be regulated, especially by

the FCC.
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(1) FCC regulation of communications channels

used for computer communications or used

in distributed information systems should

be limited to regulation of the communica-

tions channels.

(2) Where information processing is clearly

integral with the communications functions,

the FCC should have regulatory jurisdiction.

c. There is a need for legislation defining

private rights, institutional arrangements,..

and enforcement mechanisms suitable for .

information technology.

. No OTP Position 

:.Anti-trust Suit against Inte'rhational, Business:

Machines.

GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS

A. Stated Administration Positions 
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The Federal Government should establish a single

nationwide public warning system for civil defense

and natural disaster use capable of activating warning

devices in the home.

B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Positions

a. The Federal Government should support the

minimum number of radio based position

locating systems needed to meet general civil

and military needs. Other systems should be

.•••

designated as interim or special purpose

• • 4.%.. •
systems which will not '13&' supported'indefinitelli

for civil use.

b. There should be improved coordination of
•

procurement And use of telecommunications

facilities and services by Federal agencies,

short of creating a single operating manage-

ment entity.
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c. The Federal Government should take maximum

advantage of emerging competitive sources

of supply for telecommunications equipment,

facilities and services.

d. There should be a review of Federal depart-

ment and agency funding of programming

(including public service announcements)

intended for broadcast to the general public

or for instructional purposes.

2. No OTP Position

None

OTHER
•••

. ,
A. Stated Administration Positions

Facilities and procedures for the emergency broadcast

system should be improved to make it more reliable,

flexible and acceptable to the broadcast industry

and the public.
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B. Positions on Pending Issues 

1. OTP Positions

a. Environmental and biological aspects of

non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation should

be determined.

b. Procedures should be implemented to assure

that proposed new Government communication-

electronic systems do not interfere with other

systems before Government funds are obligated.

c: Economic efficiency and social factors should

be :cons•idère in allocatiOn'and assignment

of.radio frequencies.

d. The division of scarce

between the Government

should be reviewed.

spectrum resources

and .Private seotor's

e. Alternatives to rate base regulation should

be developed.
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2. No OTP Position

The Government should move towards deregulation

of entry and exit conditions in the public

coastal radio and telegraph services.
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DRAFT Owen 12/22/71

Long Range Policy Objectives 

The following list of policy objectives is designed as a long-term goal
for OTP effort in the next five years. Most of the objectives require
revision of the Communication Act of 1934 or other statutes.

1. Sources of policy. The Congress and the President (OTP) should be
co-equal joint sources of communication policy. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission should be the instrument of that policy.

New Technology. The FCC should be prohibited from the extension of
their regulatory authority to any new technology or new business
absent a Congressional mandate.

Regulation. In all areas of regulation, primary emphasis should be
placed on the use of structural and economic incentives in achieving
social policy goals, as opposed to direct intervention bl the Commission
in business decisions.

Content Regulation. The First Amendment should be Congressionally
interpreted to preclude such content r ,ulation as the fairness
doctrine. There should be orright ofd access to television, hametia
There should be no adjudication of access disputes by the Commission,
but only by the courts.

Competition. In economic regulation, there should be a statutory
presumption in favor of competition (when reasonably workable) in
place of either monopoly or regulated oligopoly. Common carriers
should be required to cooperate with resale markets and intermediaries,
and to compete with each other in prices.

Efficiency. The goal of economic regulation should be
economic efficiency. Equity goals and devices to achieve them
(such as cross-subsidy) should be explicit, and their costs a
matter of public record.

8. Commercial radio. Commercial radio stations should be largely de-
regulated.

1. Cable television. The OTP policy position on cable (separation of
functions, nonregulation of content, etc.) should be implemented by
statute.

Spectrum Allocation: Given national security and First Amendment goals,
allocation of the radio spectrum should  llvw i'v'
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Public Broadcastina. &Funding for
substantially increased.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

RATING CODES FOR CATALOG OF ISSUES AND 
POSITIONS:

A -- Administration
T -- OTP

1 -- Stated 4q,444.e Position
2 -- Probable Position
3 -- No Position
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'TA

TA

COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING 

There is a need for legislation providing license renewal stability.
Ti, A2

Broadcast license terms should be lengthened.
Ti ,A2

goee4cn/t-44triTsr—trrmv•Ttre,4414e.4e911,4erfe1 to five-year terms.
T2, A3

"All channel" legislation for AM-FM radio is undesirable.
T2, A3

Regulatory controls on commercial radio should be lessened.
Ti, A2

There should be a radio deregulation experiment.
Ti, A3

The three-hour limitation of FCC's prime time access rules e
reviewed.
Tl, Al

recinded.
T2, A3

The number of prime time reruns should be reduced.
Ti, Al

if possible.
Tl, Al

should be

without regulation

Network ownership participation in entertainment programming should
be limited.
T2, A3

Pending anti-trust suits on network ownership of entertainment pro-
gramming.
T3, A3

Joint newspaper and TV ownership in the same market should not be
prohibited by FCC rule.
T2, A2

Joint newspaper and TV ownership in the same market should not be con-
sidered in license renewals.
T2, A3
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It,

1

2

Creation of new joint newspaper and TV ownership in the same market
should be reviewed on a case by case basis.
T2, A3

The FCC TV Channel allocations standards (e.g. VHF drop ins, UHF
taboos, etc.) should be reviewed.
T2, A3

AP 4
FCC-created minimum program standards for "superior or minimal per-
formance to determine renewal purposes are undesirable.
Ti, A3

Minimum percentages of broadcast time for childrens programs should
be opposed.
T2, A3

Commercials in childrens programs should be eliminated or restricted
by FCC.
T3, A3

The feasibility of a rating index or rating system for TV violence
should be studied by HEW.
T2, A2

There should be no FCC restrictions on violence in programs.
12, A3

Restrictions on broadcast station ownership by conglomerates.
T3, A3

Section 315's "equal time" requirements should be retained for all
political candidates.
T2, A2

Section 315 requirements should be repealed for either all or no
Federal offices.
T3, Al

There should be expansion of the "Zapple" or quasi-equal opportuni-
ties doctrine for noncandidate political broadcast appearances.
13, A3

The Fairness Doctrine should not be applicable to product ads.
Tl, A2

o There should be no FCC requirement for "counteradvertising" independent
of Fairness Doctrine.
Ti, Al
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zit There should be legislation requiring nondiscriminatory paid access
for broadcast ad time.
T2, A3

With proper modification of the Fairness Doctrine, there should be
legislation requiring nondiscriminatory paid access for broadcast
ad time.
Ti, A3

There should be legislative modification of case-by-case enforcement
of the broadcasters' "fairness" obligations.
Ti, A3
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OTP Position: No (?)

Issue: Should there be a prohibition of network ownership
participation in entertainment programming?

OTP Position: None-pending outcome of antitrust suits

Issue: Should there be any prospective prohibitions on
newspaper/TV ownership in the same market; and,
if so, should divestiture of existing combinations
be required?

OTP Position: No divestiture--there should be prospective
enforcement on a case-by-case basis

Issue: Should the FCC modify its TV allocations standards
(e.g. VHF drop ins, UHF taboos, etc.)?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Are FCC-created minimum program standards to
determine "superior" performance for renewal
purposes appropriate?

OTP Position: No, oppose

Issue: Should the FCC require elimination of commercials
in children's programs and minimum percentages of
time to be devoted to such programs

OTP Position: None (yet)
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Issue: Is it advisable for the government to adopt
restrictions on violence in programs--or at least
adopt an index and rating of such violence.

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be restrictions on broadcast station
ownership by conglomerates.

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should §315's "equal time" requirements be
retained for all political candidates?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be any expansion of the "Zapple"
or quasi-equal opportunities doctrine for non-
candidate political broadcast appearances?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should the Fairness Doctrine be applicable to
product ads, and to other broadcast material
not explicitly stating a point of view on con-
troversial issues.

OTP Position: No--oppose

Issue: Should there be a requirement for "counter-
advertising" independent of Fairness Doctrine
applicability?

OTP Position: No--oppose

Issue: Should the Congress adopt a requirement for non-
discriminatory paid access for broadcast ad time?

OTP Position: Yes--support

Issue: Should there be legislative modification of case-
by-case enforcement of the broadcasters' "fairness"
obligations?

OTP Position: Yes, support

1



PUBLIC BROADCASTING 

Issue: Is it desirable to create a "birth control" plan
for construction of new ETV broadcast stations
under the HEW facilities program?

OTP Position: Yes--support

Issue: What modifications are required in the Public
Broadcasting Act of 1967 to reform the structure
of our public broadcasting system?

OTP Position: No position yet

Issue: Should HEW-be given statutory authority to
fund construction of educational telecommunicationsfacilities other than broadcast stations?

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should HEW be given statutory authority to fund
directly instructional TV programming for class-room and home use?

OTP Position: Oppose

Issue: Should government and industry develop a plan forlong range financing of CPB, which assures a stablesource of Federal funding free of the Congressionalappropriations and Executive Branch budgetary processes?
OTP Position: Oppose at present

Issue: What program fundincr and program distribution mechanismwould serve the ndtional interest in fosteringlocalism and avoiding creation of a centralized"fourth" network approach to national programming?

OTP Position: No position yet.



CABLE TV

Issue: Should there be "distant signal" importation rules
for cable carriage of AM-FM radio signals?

OTP Position: Yes--support

Issue: As to cable carriage of televised sports events,
should there be an extension of the home-town
blackout to cover times when the home team is
playing "away" but the game is being carried
by the local broadcast station?

OTP Position: •None -

Issue:

^

Do sports interests need any more exclusivity
rights for their games than simply making live
events copyrightable?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be a pre-negotiated fee schedule
of royalty payments under cable's compulsory
license in a new copyright statute?

OTP Position:- Yes--either a fee schedule or an arbitration
clause in the statute.

Issue: In light of the Midwest Video case, is there a
need for legislation to govern the long-term
development of cable TV?

OTP Position: Yes

Issue: What is the most appropriate division of
responsibility for cable regulation among the
Federal, State and local levels?

OTP Position: See Cabinet Committee Report

Issue: Should there be common carrier-type regulation
for cable, with a requirement for vertical
disintegration of the program supply, inter-
connection and transmission functions.

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should there be any requirements for free cable
channels, special services, special access for
certain interest groups?

OTP Position: No--oppose



Issue: Should there be rate regulation of cable sys
tems

at the Federal or State levels as to rate
s to

subscribers or channel lessees?

OTP Position: Perhaps at the State level, but only for

subscriber rates.

Issue: What conditions, if any, should be placed on

telecommunications entry into ownership participa
tion

in broadband cable systems?

OTP Position: See Cabinet Committee report

Issue: Should there be cross-ownership restrictions

imposed on broadcaster, telephone company

and print media ownership of cable systems?

OTP Position: see Cabinet Committee report

Issue: Should the telephone company be able to compete

with cable systems on a comparable regulatory

basis for non-entertainment, leased communication
s

services?

OTP Position:. See Cabinet Committee report

Issue: Should there be government subsidies to enable

cable construction and various health and welfare

cable services for rural residents and the urban

and rural poor?

OTP Position: Support some type of subsidy

Issue: Is it appropriate for the Federal Government

to apply various program "anti-siphoning"

rules to cable pay TV operations?

OTP Position: No position yet.



DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER REGULATION 

Issue: What should be done to correct serious deficiencies
in the relationship between federal and state
regulatory authority over inter- and intra-state
common carrier operations, which probably result in
improper incentives and wastefulness?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Regulatory pricing policy now requires that common
carrier rates be "fair, just and reasonable."
Should this criterionbe changed to promote
economic efficiency?

OTP Position: Yes, (see initiatives)

Issue: The method of rate base regulation, along with such
phenomena as "regulatory lag," are generally recognized
to have produced incentives which may not result in
the lowest possible cost for communications service.
Should there be another approach to regulation of
profits?

OTP Position: Yes, but we don't know what it is.

Issue: What should the response be to increasing pressure
on the FCC to allow greater entry into the com-
munications business, especially in connection with
new technologies and new markets, but also in the
more traditional markets? (e.g., domsat, specialized
carriers, and customer-owned terminal equipment,
and land mobile services)?

OTP Position: We are in favor of competition wherever
it is feasible, or even wherever it can
not be proved in advance to be infeasible.

Issue: AT&T consent decree: should it be (a) re-examined
in terms of the desirability of the Western Electric-
Bell integration with a view toward possible dis-
memberment; (b) construed as continuing to limit
Bell to the provision of regulated common carrier
services only?

OTP Position: (a) none (b) none



- Issue: Should horizontal integration in the Bell System
(i.e., the necessity for common ownership of the
operating companies) be re-examined?

OTP Position: None

Issue: (a) Should technological progress in the common
carrier industry be fostered and (b) if so, how?

OTP Position: (a) none (b) none

Issue: To what extent and how should R&D expenses and
investments be monitored by regulatory bodies?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Is national communications policy planning con-
sistent with court consideration of private-
antitrust suits againstregulated common carriers?
Should legal barriers to such suits be eliminated?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should Western Union continue to be protected against
financial failure by the FCC and Bell?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Telephone service quality has never been explicitly
regulated, and only recently even measured. Should
quality of service be regulated, and if so, how?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should public policy favor the creation and operation
of "communication brokers," over the objections of
Bell?

OTP Position: Yes, (see initiatives)

Issue: Should there be more detailed regulation of long-term
planning and macro investment policies of the Bell
System, and less attention paid to day-to-day 214
approvals?

OTP Position: None

Issue: To what extent is cross-subsidization within Bell
tariffs good, and to what extent bad? What new rules
are needed in this area?

OTP Position: see initiatives



Issue:
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(a) Should the Government favor interconnection
of foreign attachments and/or systems to the common
carrier network and (b) if so, under what circumstances
and (c) at what costs to whom; and (d) under what
technical standards or other procedures?

OTP Position:

Issue:

(a) see initiatives; (b) none (c) none
(d) none

Should there be limitations on the amount of subsidy
provided by Bell to public broadcasting?

OTP Position: . None _

Issue: Should AT&T be allowed to spend $85,000,000 per
year on advertising? Should it spend money on
such things as the Bell Journal of Economics?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be a regulatory policy concerning
(a) discrimination in employment by Bell and (b)
the Bell practice of never drawing in outside
talent for top managerial positions?

OTP Position: (a) none (b) none

Issue: In what ways should the accounting and depreciation
practices of the Bell System be changed?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should the U.S. Postal Service be (allowed) to
enter the "public message telegraph-like service"?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should (a) Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands, and
Puerto Rico be extended domestic rates for long
distance toll messages and (b) if so, under what
arrangements and at what cost?

OTP Position: (a) see initiatives; (b) none.

Issue: Should the notion of common carrier ownership
extend to facilities on customer premises?

OTP Position: None



Issue:
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To what extent should Bell be allowed to diversify
and offer services in fields related to public
message telephone service, e.g., data processing,
data transmission, video telephone, leased service,
public message telegraph service, mobile telephone
service, etc.

OTP Position: None

Issue: What is an appropriate capital structure for telephone
utilities including (a) appropriate debt/equity ratio;
(b) percent internal vs. external financing; and
(c) continued non-applicability of the Utility
Holding Company Act of 1934?

OTP Position: (a) none (b) none (c) none

Issue: To what extent should AT&T be encouraged to
participate in international equipment markets
with new or used (salvaged) equipment?

OTP Position: None



INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION

Issue: Should merger of international voice and record

carriers be permitted?

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should there be any limitation on foreign owner-

ship of the merged international carrier?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be any limitation on_ownership

interest in the merged carrier by domestic

telephone companies?

OTP Position: None

Issue:

Issue:

--
COMSAT international issues:

eliminate common carrier stock ownership and

other ownership participation?

OTP Position: Support

Reduce or eliminate government participation?

OTP Position: Support

Abandon "authorized user" concept?

OTP Position: Support

Retain COMSAT's monopoly role in international

satellite operations?

OTP Position: Support

Should a new government-industry framework for

international negotiations regarding construction

of facilities be created?

OTP Position: Support legislation outlining Executive Branch

--FCC coordination



Issue:
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What is the best way to foster use of direct satellite
broadcasting technology and still maintain domestic
principles of free expression and international
goal of unrestricted information flow--e.g.
UNESCO Draft Declaration, USSR initiative

OTP Position: None (yet)

Issue: Should the US international record carriers be
permitted to carry traffic from overseas beyond
the gateway cities and deliver service to customers
in the hinterland?

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should a comprehensive effort be undertaken by
the Government on a priority basis, to develop
a total mobile communication satellite system
policy, including maritime, aeronautical and
navigational services?

OTP Position: Support and preferably chair interagency effort.

Issue: How much support and launch assistance should the
US provide for European regional communication
satellite systems?

OTP Position: None



LAND MOBILE 

Issue: Should there be more extensive reallocation and

sharing of UHF-TV channels to relieve land mobile

radio congestion in the major urban areas?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should the FCC allocate 75 MHz of spectrum space

in the 900 MHz range to wireline communications

common carriers to provide car telephone service?_ -

OTP Position: Oppose

Issue: Should the telephone company be allowed to provide

private business dispatch services, in addition

to our telephone service, and should radio

common carriers (RCC's) be allowed to provide

the same services?

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should a schedule of license and usage fees be

established to reflect economic value of and

market demand for spectrum assignments in the

mobile radio service?

OTP Position: Support

Issue: Should there be some special coordinated arrangements

for use of the mobile radio spectrum by law en-

forcement and public safety agencies at the local,

state, regional and Federal government levels?

OTP Position: None



.! COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

Issue: Should rates, services, entry and investments
regarding computer/communication services be
regulated?

Should these services be intergrated with present
regulation of common carriers? In particular,
how should such services be conformed with the
regulations governing the extent of permissible
communication resources and cost sharing (e.g.
Telpak or joint user arrangements); and tariff
restrictions upon resale of communications services
by lessees of common carrier facili-tie's to third
parties? -

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should any particular combination or separation
of the following sub-components of the industry
be favored: computers, communications facilities,
and input/output devices or terminals; information
gathering, information processing, and information
distribution; hardware and software (programming
and data entry)?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Must any initiative be taken to enhance or preserve
first amendment rfights, personal privacy, or equal
opportunities in access to information?

OTP Position: None

Issue: What new private rights, institutional arrangements,
and enforcement mechanisms suitable for information
technology must be devised to provide incentives for
creativity without at the same time constraining the
social availability of information?

OTP Position: None
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MISCELLANEOUS

Issue: Should the government "deregulate" entry and exit

conditions in the public coast radiotelegraph

service?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Would it be desirable to apply pay TV anti-

siphoning rules to the new Multipoint

Distribution Service which is a type of

"private line" pay programming service?

OTP Position: None

Issue: Should there be nationwide implementation of

"911" as an emergency telephone number?

OTP Position: Support
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DRAFT 1(#2j)
CTWhitehead:jm

10/16/7 •

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

Subject: Catalogue of Communications Policy Issues and Positions

z

Attached is a compilation of major communications policy issues

and the OTP and Administration positions on each.

I have divided the issues into three catagories: (1) those on which

there is a clear and stated Administration position; (2) those where no

Administration position has been stated, but on which OTP has taken a

position or there is a probable Administration position; and (3) issues

on which neither OTP nor the Administration has formulated a position,

but on which we may be expected to do so or the President may wish

to do so.

I would like to review this with you as soon as possible so that

we can have your guidance on what further needs to be done before we

proceed.

Attachment

Clay T. Whitehead
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Attachment

I. Broadcasting

1. License Renewal Bill.

II. Non-Broadcast Domestic Communications 

1. Legislation embodying recommendations of Cabinet committee

on cable.

2. Common carrier legislative package implementing Office

policies on (a) brokerage; (b) system interconnection;

(c) promotion of efficiency in rate structure; (d) limitation

upon and publication of cross-subsidization; (e) limitation

of FCC jurisdiction to monopoly services; and (f) legislation

extending domestic rates to Hawaii.

3. Policy statement to FCC or Congress and recommendations

concerning mobile communications and FCC assignment of

frequencies.

III. International Communications 

1. Legislation to:

a. eliminate carrier participation in Comsat.

b. enable effective Government negotiation of international

facilities matters with foreign communications entities.

c. clarify the Congressional guidance to the FCC for regulating

U. S. international carriers and redefine the classes of



such carriers to reflect the obsolete distinction

between voice and data communications.

IV. Government Communications 

I. Emergency Telephone 911.

2. Establishment of executive branch policy for purchasing of

telecomrrunications services and equipment, including

coordination of procedures for budgeting and frequency

assignments.

3. Redirect the mechanism by which Presidential guidance is

implemented in the National Communications System.

4. Coordination and consolidation of FAA, DOD, and Coast Guard

radio navigation systems.

5. Policy statement and experiment on the inclusion of economic

considerations and assignment of radio frequency to government

agencies.
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MEMORANDUM FOR KEN COLE

Subject: Communications Policy Initiatives for 1973

OTP was established two years ago to coordinate the formulation

of executive branch positions on communications, to represent the

Administration to the FCC and the Congress in advocating such positions,

and to oversee the Federal Government's own extensive communications

networks. In that two years, OTP has enabled the Administration to

play a larger and more consistent role in communications policy.

However, most of our accomplishments to date have resulted from

quick reaction to immediate problems, such as the President's concern

with television reruns, and the FCC's inability to deal with the domestic

satellite issues. OTP is now prepared to put forward an affirmative

package of initiatives that can be tied to the President's program for

next year.

I have attached a brief summary of the 11 most significant

initiatives that we are prepared to advance. Some, such as cable

television legislation, should be considered as Presidential initiatives.

Others, such as improvement of executive management of its own

communications resources probably do not merit Presidential

identification, And we may wish to take no action on some next year

for political reasons. I expect to send this package to Mr. Flanigan
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and Mr. Ehrlichman shortly after the election and would like to meet

with you to discuss it before that time so that it can be put in a

more useful form for their consideration. In addition, of course,

I would very much like to hear your own views from your perspective.

I realize that many of the issues underlying these initiatives

will not be familiar to you. I believe the specific background on

each would best be covered verbally when we get together. However,

I should set out some general background here.

During the past 20 years, the communications industry has

grown tremendously, undergoing great technical change, and has

contributed great amounts to our GNP. It is a mixed blessing

that the pace of economic and technical advance is very clearly going

to continue to increase- -and at ever faster rates. Communications

has become such an important factor in our economy and our society

that the rapid change and growth have begun to create more and more

political problems. Simple telephone service and radio broadcasting

are hardly political issues; computer communications, wiretapping,

satellites, and demands by minority groups for television time are

all highly political.

The FCC's regulatory procedures (like thoSe of most Federal

regulatory agencies) are ill-suited to deal with rapid change and the

political conflict. As a result, the country and the communications
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industry are faced with the need for leadership in establishing some

basic directions for communications policy in the years ahead.

Decisions made on these issues during the second Nixon term will

largely determine the extent to which the benefits of the communications

revolution are realized by the public and by the industry both at home

and abroad; it will also largely determine whether communications

regulation by the Federal Government falls into the same kind of

morass as transportation and power or whether a more competitive,

free-enterprise framework is created.

The OTP program is intended to guide the growth of

communications techndogy and services in keeping with two broad

principles: (1) governmental bureaucratic controls over the content

of the media should be minimized, and (2) there should be more

reliance on free enterprise and competition in communications and

less on monopoly and government regulation. If these principles

are realized, we can encourage the growth of at least three new

Multimillion -dollar industries that would contribute substantially to

our economic well-being and relieve unemployment in critical sectors

of our economy, such as the aerospace and electronic industry

and the film and television production industry; those new industries

are the broadband cable television industry, the information services

industry, and the mobile communications industry.
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More specifically, OTP's proposed initiatives are intended

to achieve the following goals:

1. Make the present broadcast regulatory structure more

rational and more in keeping with our national policy of separation

of government from the media by introducing legislation governing

license renewals and broadcast advertising, and minimizing

government control of program content;

2. Create a new legislative framework for development of

broadband cable television and the many entertainment, informational,

and educational services a new cable television industry could provide;

3. Restructure the U. S. international common carrier

communications industry to eliminate artificial distinctions between

voice and record message carriers, to enhance the private 'enterprise

character of Comsat, and to promote efficient balances of satellite

and undersea cable facilities;

4. Promote economic efficiency and competition in the

domestic common carrier industry as new communications services

become available by means of satellite transmissions and increased

reliance on specialized carriers for innovative services; and

5. Create basic policy for a new mobile communications

industry, including public safety services.

CTW
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Subject: Communications Policy Initiatives for 1973

OTP was established two years ago to coordinate the formulation

of executive branch positions on communications, to represent the

Administration to the FCC and the Congress in advocating such positions,

and to oversee the Federal Government's own extensive communications

networks. In that two years, OTP has enabled the Administration to

play a larger and more consistent role in communications policy.

However, most of our accomplishments to date have resulted from

quick reaction to immediate problems, such as the President's concern

with television reruns, and the FCC's inability to deal with the domestic

satellite issues. OTP is now prepared to put forward an affirmative

package of initiatives that can be tied to the President's program for

next year.

I have attached a brief summary of the 11 most significant

initiatives that we are prepared to advance. Some, such as cable

television legislation, should be considered as Presidential initiatives.

Others, such as improvement of executive management of its own

communications resources probably do not merit Presidential

identificktion,- And we may wish to take no action on some next year

for political reasons. I expect to send this package to Mr. Flanigan
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and Mr..‘Ehrlichman shortly after the election and would like to meet

with you to discuss it before that time so that it can be put in a

more useful form for their consideration. In addition, of course,

I would very much like to hear your own views from your. perspective.

I realize that many of the issues underlying these initiatives

will not be familiar to you. I believe the specific background on

each would best be covered verbally when we get together. However,

I should set out some general background here.

During the past 20 years, the communications industry has

grown tremendously, undergoing great technical change, and has

contributed great amounts to our GNP. It is a mixed blessing

that the pace of economic and technical advance is very clearly going

to continue to increase- -and at ever faster rates. Communications

has become such an important factor in our economy and our society

that the rapid change and growth have begun to create more and more

political problems. Simple telephone service and radio broadcasting

are hardly political issues; computer communications, wiretapping,

satellites, and demands by minority groups for television time are

all highly political.

The FCC's regulatory procedures (like those of most Federal

regulatory agencies) are ill-suited to deal with rapid change and the

political' conflict. As a result, the country and the communications
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industry-are faced with the need for leadership in establishing some

basic diectio-ns for communications policy in the years ahead.

Decisions made on these issues during the second Nixon term will

largely determine the extent to which the benefits of the communications

revolution are realized by the public and by the industry both at home

and abroad; it will also largely determine whether communications

regulation by the Federal Government falls into the same kind of

morass as transportation and power or whether a more competitive,

free-enterprise framework is created.

The OTP program is intended to guide the growth of

communications techndogy and services in keeping with two broad

principles: (1) governmental bureaucratic controls over the content

of the media should be minimized, and (2) there should be more

reliance on free enterprise and competition in communications and

less on monopoly and government regulation. If these principles

are realized, we can encourage the growth of at least three new

Multimillion -dollar industries that would contribute substantially to

our economic well-being and relieve unemployment in critical sectors

of our economy, such as the aerospace and electronic industry

and the film and television production industry; those new industries

are the broadband cable television industry, the information services

industry; and the mobile communications industry.
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More specifically, OTPis proposed initiatives are intended

to achieve the following goals:

1. Make the present broadcast regulatory structure more

rational and more in keeping with our national policy of separation

of government from the media by introducing legislation governing

license renewals and broadcast advertising, and minimizing

government control of program content;

2. Create a new legislative framework for development of

broadband cable television and the many entertainment, informational,

and educational services a new cable television industry could provide;

3. Restructure the U. S. international common carrier

communications industry to eliminate artificial distinctions between

voice and record message carriers, to enhance the private enterprise

character of Comsat, and to promote efficient balances of satellite

and undersea cable facilities;

4. Promote economic efficiency and competition in the

domestic common carrier industry as new communications services

become available by means of satellite transmissions and increased

reliance on specialized carriers for innovative services; and

5. Create basic policy for a new mobile communications

industry, including public safety services.

CTW
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Attachment

I. Broadcasting

-
1. License Renewal Bill.

1.1. Non-Broadcast Domestic Communications 

1. Legislation embodying recommendations of Cabinet committee

on cable.

2. Common carrier legislative package implementing Office

policies on (a) brokerage; (b) system interconnection;

(c) promotion of efficiency in rate structure; (d) limitation

upon and publication of cross-subsidization; (e) limitation

of FCC jurisdiction to monopoly services; and (f) legislation

extending domestic rates to Hawaii.

3. Policy statement to FCC or Congress and recommendations

concerning mobile communications and FCC assignment of

frequencies.

III. International Communications 

1. Legislation to:

a. eliminate carrier participation in Comsat.

b. enable effective Government negotiation of international

facilities matters with foreign communications entities.

c. clarify the Congressional guidance to the FCC for regulating

U. S. international carriers and redefine the classes of
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such carriers to reflect the obsolete distinction

between voice and data communications.

IV. Government Communications 

1. Emergency Telephone 911.

2. Establishment of executive branch policy for purchasing of

telecommunications services and equipment, including

coordination of procedures for budgeting and frequency

assignments.

3. Redirect the mechanism by which Presidential guidance is

implemented in the National Communications System.

4. Coordination and consolidation of FAA, DOD, and Coast Guard

radio navigation systems.

5. Policy statement and experiment on the inclusion of economic

considerations and assignment of radio frequency to government

agencies..
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MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN

Subject: Catalogue of Communications Policy Issues and Positions

Attached is a compilation of major communications policy issues

and the OTP and Administration positions on each.

I have divided the issues into three catagories: (1) those on which

there is a clear and stated Administration position; (2) those where no

Administration position has been stated, but on which OTP has taken a

position or there is a probable Administration position; and (3) issues

on which neither OTP nor the Administration has formulated a position,

but on which we may be expected to do so or the President may wish

to do so.

I would like to review this with you as soon as possible so that

we can have your guidance on what further needs to be done before we

proceed.

Attachment

Clay T. Whitehead
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MEMORANDUM FOR KEN COLE

I am sending today two separate packages: (1) a catalogue of

OTP and Administration positions on various communications issues

and (2) an agenda of communications initiatives for next year.

The catalogue contains issues on which there is an OTP or an

Administration position and other issues on which it may be desirable

to establish such positions. The list of initiatives needs to be reviewed

from the perspective of politics and the rest of the President's 1973

program.

As I indicated to you before, it is my intention to discuss these

matters with Flanigan and Ehrlichman after the election, but it would be

very helpful to have your preliminary views so that the final package

that goes to John would be more useful for him. As we discussed at

lunch last month, I would like to meet with you along with my legal and

congressional staff officers before the election to discuss these two

packages.

Attachments

Clay T. Whitehead
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Brief Summary of the Material:

Log In No.  

Status on Common and Specialized Carrier OTP
Initiatives with suggested actions that could be taken
if time permits

Why it is worthwhile to read:

It presents an opportunity to provide necessary guidance to
enable this OTP program to proceed.
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

October 2, 1972

To: Mr. Whitehead

Thru: Walt Hinchman

Subject: Initiatives

There has been no serious work accomplished on OTP initiatives
concerning Common and Specialized Carriers since our submission
of nine draft bills on August 18.

It was my impression that these draft bills were to be circulated
for coordination to OMB and interested Departments and Agencies
at an early date to enable inclusion of some statements in the State
of the Union Message in January 1973. Apparently, this schedule
has been changed but no new timetable has been distributed.
Depending upon the time available, several useful efforts might be:

(1) Determine if, in all cases, legislation is absolutely
necessary or whether relief might possibly be secured under
existing statute. In practice, these two approaches tend to be
mutually exclusive (see attachment).

(2) Determine the degree of interrelationship between the
nine proposals, e.g., which, if any, can stand alone or what are
logically consistent packages of two or more draft bills.

(3) The content of the package was largely driven by a desire
to improve the economic efficiency by which communications are
provided. To the extent that a more pluralistic set of objectives
should be pursued, determine what objections to the draft legislation
may be raised and what possible defenses to these objections are
available. I doubt if we can rely solely on the single argument
that a particular draft bill will increase efficiency or that as a
matter of overriding national policy we should strive to develop a
most efficient telecommunications system.
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Is legislation required? Some feasibility considerations. 

When a problem arises for which relief might possibly be secured
under an existing statuts (whose scope, however, is uncertain), the
question for public policy is always whether to press for new
legislation or to endeavor to cope with the problem under the
existing law. In practice, the two approaches tend to be mutually
exclusive. If primary reliance is placed on obtaining new
legislation, few cases are likely to be brought under the existing
law since any successes in the courts or commissions tend to cut
the ground out from under the argument that a new statute is needed.
Indeed, the very bringing of cases under existing law makes it
difficult to convince the Congress of the need for a new law -- until
and unless the cases are lost. And, on the other side, any
argument made to the legislature that the present law is inadequate
will jeopardize the cases under consideration. Another considera-
tion is that, in opening up an existing law for amendment, one opens
it up not only for strengthening but for weakening amendments; on
this issue, it is by no means a certainty that the former would
prevail. Finally, the time necessary to process legislation and the
resultant opportunities lost due to an hiatus in the regulatory/court
process must be weighed. The opportunity for the FCC to emasculate
or delay the legislative package is a risk that should not be overlooked.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

SUBJECT: Communications Policy Initiatives

The Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP), which was

established two years ago, has improved significantly

Government capabilities for national communications policy

development and implementation. Moreover, OTP has enabled

the Administration to play a continuing and consistent role

in the communications policy process. While there have been

substantial accomplishments in each of OTP's areas of respon-

sibility, they resulted from quick reaction to a number of

immediate problems. Now OTP is prepared to put forward,

for adoption in the first year of your second term, a com-

prehensive, affirmative program in the most important areas

of domestic and international communications.

Communications have become a vital part of the national

economy and have a profound effect on our lives. During

the past twenty years, the communications industry has

made enormous progress and has contributed greatly to

national income. Significant as this progress is, however,

it will pale by comparison with the future economic and

social impact of the communications systems of the near

future. Decisions made in the early years of your second

term will largely determine the extent to which we obtain
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the full benefits of the communications revolution

that is upon us.

Two fundamental principles must be reaffirmed as we come

to grips with the problem of managing the growth of com-

munications technology; first, government must be separated

from control of media content and, second, there must be

less government regulation and more reliance on market

place competition to achieve public interest goals.

OTP's proposed initiatives are intended to guide the growth

of communications technology and services in keeping with

these principles. In doing so, we can encourage the growth

of at least three new, multi-billion dollar industries that

would contribute substantially to our economic well-being

and could relieve unemployment in critical sectors of our

economy, such as the aerospace/electronics industries and

the film and TV program production industries. These new

enterprises are the broadband cable television industry,

the domestic communication satellite industry, and the

mobile communications industry.

More specifically, OTP's proposed initiatives are intended

to:

1. make the present broadcast regulatory structure

more rational and more in keeping with our

national policy of separation of government from
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the media by introducing legislation governing

license renewals and broadcast advertising, and

minimizing government control of program content;

2. create a new legislative framework for develop-

ment of broadband cable television and the many

entertainment, informational, and educational

services a new cable television industry could

provide;

3. restructure the U.S. international common carrier

communications industry to eliminate artificial

distinctions between voice and record message

carriers, to enhance the private enterprise

character of COMSAT, and to promote efficient

balances of satellite and undersea cable facilities;

4. promote economic efficiency and competition in the

domestic common carrier industry as new communi-

cations services become available by means of

satellite transmissions and increased reliance on

specialized carriers for innovative services; and

5. create basic policy for a new mobile communications

industry, including public safety services.

In summary, it does not inflate the importance of the

opportunity before us to state that no other President has
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had it within his power to shape so completely such

vital areas of our economy and national life as domestic

and international communications.

I
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MEMORANDUM FOR

3

Mr. Ehrlichman
Mr. Flanigan

FROM: Clay T. Whitehead

SUBJECT:

t,

OTP has been in existence for two years. Our

activities have improved significantly U.S. cabilities

for national communications policy developm nt and imple-

mentation, and, for the first time, the oministration has

a consistent role and unified voice in this process. OTP

has dealt effectively with several ' portant problem areas,

for example, calling attention to/the undesirable directions

being taken by public television; achieving a compromise

among broadcasters, cable television operators, and the

film industry, which avoided a political donnybrook over

cable TV; and moving the FCC to adopt a private enter-

prise, "open entry" approach in creating a domestic com-

munications satellite industry.

iThese accomplishments h een achieved despite char
/

of Congressiona mocr s and industry critics OTP

is not fled cred' spokes Adminis-

t on because I never me the Pre dent. This

problem w*11 take on more significant proportions as OTP

moves iWthe first year of the President's second term to/

undert e essential legislative and other governmental

policy( initiatives in the following critical areas:
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1. support license renewal legislation and

make the present broadcast regulatory structure

more rational and more in keeping with our

national policy of separation of government from

the media;

2. create a new legislative framework for

development of a broadband cable television

industry;

3. restructure the U.S. international common

carrier communications industry;

4. promote economic efficiency and competition

in the domestic common carrier industry;

5. create basic policy for new mobile communi-

cations, including public safety services;

6. improve and coordinate procurement and use

of the Federal Government's communications

resources.

On a substantive level, I should discuss these matters

with the President and receive his guidance as to how

OTP can most effectively serve the national interest with

our communications initiatives. On a public and industry

relations level, the President can enhance the likelihood
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of success in the initiatives by affirmatively and

personally demonstrating his interest and concern.

It is for these reasons that I plan to request a

personal meeting with the President shortly after he

is re-elected. The Administration has an irretrievable

opportunity to have a substantial and lasting impact on

communications in this country for years to come, and

a meeting with the President could be the first step

in this endeavor.

For your information, I have attached a copy of my

request for a meeting with the President, along with a

memorandum to him describing OTP's proposed initiatives.

I have also attached a brief, but more detailed,

memorandum on these issues to give you more of the

particulars in case you feel the President needs more

information in deciding whether to approve my meeting

request.

Attachments



ATTACHMENT

OTP Proposed Initiatives 

1. Legislative Reform of Broadcast Regulation -- for
submission to the 93rd Congress 

a. Lengthen the term of broadcast licenses; place

the burden of proof on renewal challengers; and

lessen detailed FCC control of program content. 11

b. Exempt product ads from the Fairness Doctrine

requirement of free response time; establish a

right to purchase broadcast advertising time on

a non-discriminatory basis) 40

41P. Minimize case-by-case enforcement of the Fairness

Doctrine.

2. Cable Television Legislation -- for submission to 
the 93rd Congress 

After submission of the Cabinet Committee's Report,

create a basic framework for the velopmentolite

cable television industry; resolve h issues as

cable pay TV, cross-media ownership of cable systems

and division of jurisdiction between the Federal

Government and the States.

404,1011At'''''
3. of the International Common Carrier

a. Legislation for submission to the 93rd Congress:
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(1) to create a new government-industry

framework for negotiations with foreign

governments regarding international com-

munications facilities; and

(2) to terminate common carrier (largely AT&T)

ownership and participation in Comsat, and

lessen governmental participation.

b. OTP and Department of State cooperation to convene

a meeting of leaders of Pacific Basin countries to

discuss understandings on undersea cable and

satellite communications facilities for the next

decade and beyond.

4. n the Domestic 
Common Carrie Industry -- legi lation for submission 
to the 93rd Congress 

a. Authorize bulk leasing and brokerage of common

carrier services to provide additional services

to the public and private industry. esamplaaaw446

f

On 110

b. Limit the extent of permissible cross-subsidization

among various common carrier services and enter-

prises, and require common carrier rate structures

to meet clear standards of economic efficiency.
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5. Policy for Mobile Communications Services 

FCC and OTP will create the policy needed to guide

development of a large new communications industry

providing telephone, dispatch, and emergency health

and safety services for private and commercial

vehicles, as well as in public transportation. This

would include innovative mobile communications

services for public safety agencies of the local,

State, and Federal Governments, and would be coupled

with a( recommendation for nationwide implementation

of "911" as an emergency telephone number.

6. Improvements in Federal Government's Communications 

Resources --

OTP plans to recommend adoption of a policy limiting

the U.S. Government investment in communications

satellites and committing the Government to use com-

mercial facilities when they are adequate and available

to satisfy Government requirements. This could be

coordinated with development of new guidelines for

Government procurement of common carrier communications

services.
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,SCHEDULE PROPOSAL
Date: September 1, 1972
FROM: Clay T. Whitehead
VIA: Dwight L. Chapin

MEETING: Tom Whitehead, Director, Office of
Telecommunications Policy

DATE: Not later than November 30, 1972

PURPOSE:

FORMAT:

To discuss with and receive guidance

from the President concerning legis-

lative and other governmental initia-

tives, to be undertaken in the next

twelve months, in the area of domestic

and international communications (see

Attachment).

Informal 20-minute conversation. Oval

Office.

Approve Disapprove

PRESS COVERAGE: Announcement. Brief photo opportunity.

[PRESS FOLLOW-UP: Communications trade press coverage and

Whitehead interviews.]
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STAFF: Dr. Kissinger [or General Haig],

RECOMMEND:

BACKGROUND:

Mr. Ehrlichman [or Mr. Flanigan].

Messrs. Ehrlichman and Flanigan

After two years of existence, OTP is

recognized by Government and industry

as the focal point for Administration

policy in the vital areas of domestic

and international communications.

Within the next twelve months, OTP

plans to undertake initiatives regard-

ing critical policy issues affecting

broadcasting, (i.e., license renewals,

advertising and "fairness"); cable

television, (i.e., industry structure,

copyright liability, pay TV program

carriage); the domestic telephone

industry; international common carrier

communications; and the Government's

own communications systems. It is

essential that these matters be dis-

cussed personally with the President.
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The President's guidance is needed

in these sensitive areas, as is some

visible affirmation of his personal

concern.



MEMPANDUY FOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

July 17, 1972

P. JOHN EHPLICW!AF

ArTONIN sINAL/A /_5/

Communications Issues for 1P72 Policy
Planninq Process

Tom Whitohead felt it important that you
be provided with communications policy oLjectives
for consideration in connection with the romestic
Council's 1n72 Policy Planning Process. Since
he was unable to give his personal attention to
the drafting of a statement before departing for
conferences with foreign communications officir0s,
he discussed the matter with me and asked that
/ sul-Actit his views.

The attached document presents what Mr. Uhitehead
considers to he th broc1 areas of principal concern.
De may think it desirahle to provide further specifics
when he returrv; and he will also provido at that
tire, if you Ftill desire it, his personal vievs
on immediate political significance.

Attachment
cc: DO records

DO Chron
CC Subj
GC Chron
Mr. Whitehead - 2
Eva

AScalia:hmy 7-15-72
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Efsulatory Instability.

What has been generally acknowledged in recent years with

respect to the transportation industry holds true for communi-

cations as well: the scheme of regulation has not led to the

desired goals of stability and growth. Institutional rigidities

and inflexible bases of regulation have not only retarded

necessary change but have caused the impact of change--when it

finally bursts through--to be seriously disruptive of the

established industry. In communications, we see increasing

evidence of this instability in both the common carrier and

broadcasting segments of the industry. The long delayed

authorization for domestic satellite systems, for example,

has aroused serious concern and uncertainty among established

common carriers; and among broadcasters the final permission for

CATV construction in major markets has generated widespread

consternation.

Part of the problem is the traditional use of technological

distinctions as the determinant of regulatory structures. The

structures continue to survive long past the time when the

technological distinctions cease to be valid. The living

example of this stultifying phenomenon is the structure of our
international communications industry, divided into "record

carriers" and "voice carriers" by reason of the fact that 20

years ago only telegraph traffic could be carried by submarine

cable. Today, voice canbe carried by cable as well, and it

appears that satellite technology may be most efficient for

both services.

Another factor contributing to rigidity and ultimate
instability is the apparent incapacity of the regulatory system
to provide means for the presence of competition within the
regulated industry. As the scope and diversity of communications
activity have increased, opening many new areas of enterprise
beyond those natural monopoly fields originally subject to
regulation, the monopoly regulation mentality has persisted.
Extensive regulation of a business nurtures a feeling of respon-
sibility for its economic state, which induces protection from
destructive competition, which produces more extensive regula-
tion, and so forth in an unending cycle. It is absolutely
essential to develop what has not yet been achieved--a capacity
to regulate monopoly aspects of communications without imposing
regulatory protectionism upon those large areas that can be
competitive. It would be an oversimplification to imply that
the problem is exclusively one of regulatory mentality; there
are significant difficulties involved in preventing a communi-
cations carrier from subsidizing its competitive services
from its monopoly services.

As indicated earlier, these fundamental problems of
regulation exist in fields other than communications, but they
are particularly acute here because of the breathtaking pace of
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technological change. It took nearly a century to progress from

transatlantic telegraph cable (c. 1870) to transatlantic tele-

phone cable (1956); but only 9 years to prog
ress from that to

transatlantic satellite (1965). The industry is now exploring

the use of laser beams and glass filaments 
infinitely more

flexible and more capacitous than copper wire. This rush of

technology greatly aggravates the adverse effects of regulatory

inflexibility, renders traditio0a1, technologically based

structures all the more quickly obsolete, and pours an increasing

stream of would-be competitors into the mold designed for

monopoly regulation.

The solution to these problems must be sought in three

directions: First, a looser and thereby more flexible mode of

regulation--regulation by policy prescription rather than detailed

oversight. Second, a willingness to leave as much as possible to

regulation by competition, and the development of a capability

to accommodate both competition and monopoly within the same

regulated industry. And third, a firm resistance against the

tendency to base regulatory structures upon current technology.

Increasing Concentration of Control Over Public Information 

Sources.

There is no need to belabor the point made most prominently

by the Vice President that control over the content of our mass

media--and in particular the increasingly important electronic

mass medium of television--rests in the hands of a relatively small

number of people. Its dangers for a country governed by public

opinion are obvious. The problem ranges from the scarcity of

national TV networks to cross-ownership of local newspapers and

TV stations. It is caused in part by economic factors that render

large scale enterprises more efficient, but it is also caused by

factors that have nothing to do with efficiency.

One of these is the system that has evolved for financing

mass television programming--a system depending exclusively upon
advertiser sponsorship and excluding the possibility of direct

viewer purchase. Since the amount which the advertiser is willing
to pay per viewer is so small, tens of millions of viewers must
be amassed before an expensive program can profitably be produced.
And since there are only so many tens of millions of viewers to
go around during any single hour of television time, the
inevitable result is that only a few national networks can
economically survive. The FCC has tried to alleviate the
difficulty by restricting the number of hours of network program-
ming which a local station can run (the so-called "prime time
access rule"). But even if nonnetwork programs are, like movies,
shipped from station to station, each of them would still
ultimately have to reach tens of millions of viewers in order to
be profitable, and hence the total number of them--and the total
,number of producers--must still tend to be very limited.
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Another cause of the difficulty (though less so in those

markets fortunate enough to have numerous stations) is the

institutional tradition which reserves to the owners of local

broadcast stations exclusive control over their content. The

problem of news management would not be as acute if one did not

have to own a broadcast station in order to put on a news

program. As will be discussed below, this source of the

difficulty has been alleviated to some extent in recent years

by court-and FCC-imposed requirements of "access"--but this has

avoided private domination only at the price of an even more
dangerous government control.

Part of the solution to these problems lies in the direction

of a long-term antitrust and regulatory policy designed to
increase competition in the mass communications industry. This
requires action of considerable political courage, such as the
recent antitrust suits against the three major networks. In the
television field, however, one must ultimately be skeptical of
major improvement within the (realistically unalterable) framework
of advertiser support and owner control over programming. Here
the ultimate answer may lie only in creating a more sensible
structure for the newly developing and perhaps ultimately dominant
technology of cable television. For this reason alone, but for
many others as well, cable television policy may be one of the
most important issues of this decade.

Individual Access to;the Media and Government Control.

The Congress, the courts and the FCC have been increasingly
receptive in recent years to demands that particular individuals
or groups be accorded free or paid television time. The recent
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, for example, requires 
the sale of time to candidates for Federal office, at the lowest
unit rate. The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
has recently held that a station cannot refuse to sell time to a
particular group on the sole ground that it does not sell time
for discussion of politically controversial issues. And most
important of all, the FCC, prodded by the courts, has steadily
been extending the practical effect of the requirement that
broadcasters provide free time for opposing viewpoints on
important controversial issues (the so-called "Fairness Doctrine").

These trends towards increased "access" are generally
applauded by many segments of society. They appear to be the
necessary antidote to the problem of concentration of control
described above. In reality, however, the solution is an
illusion. Through use of such a discretion-filled device as the
Fairness Doctrine, the power to include, to exclude and to
control content has merely been transferred from the local
station owner (who has some degree of monopoly power) to the
Federal Government (whose potential monopoly is unlimited). In
the name of freedom of speech and diversity of viewpoint, the
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Federal Government itself is being injected further and further

into the business of determining the programs television viewers

will see. This an exceedingly dangerous development--all the

more so because it is driven by such worthy motives. It can

be expected to proceed at a rapid pace over the next decade,

unless strong remedial measures are taken.

Those measures may include/. some "access" guarantee that
does not leave the granting of air time in a particular case

to the broad discretion of court or agency--for example, a
clear-cut requirement that broadcasters sell their advertising
time on a first-come, first-served basis. But there must also
be a strong and courageous affirmation that broadcasting, like
magazine or newspaper publishing, is essentially a private
enterprise, not specially subject to government interference in
content. The conflict between this position and the system of
station licensing is resolved by having the FCC consult the
wishes of local viewers, rather than its own predetermined program
standards, in judging the adequacy of a licensee's performance.

One is inclined to fear, however, that the demands for access
are so insistent that ultimate salvation from intensive govern-
ment involvement in television programming may only be found in
the development of cable television, where practically unlimited
channel capacity can (given a proper regulatory structure) assure
access to all.

Broadband Cable Structure  and Regulation 

It is difficult to overstate the potential impact of
broadband cable upon United States communications. Because of
its low transmission costs and its multiplicity of channels, it
can make television time available to many individuals and groups
at extremely low rates. By its facilitation of per program
viewer charges, it can stimulate the production of high quality,
diverse, minority-taste programming. And because it converts
the television medium from one of channel scarcity to one of
channel abundance, it enables competition to perform many
functions now sought to be performed by regulation. In the more
distant future, its greatest impact may be in the nonmass
communications services its two-way capacity makes possible--access
to libraries and computers, meter-reading and shopping services,
perhaps even home print-out of specialized news.

Broadband cable also poses some threats: Under certain
legislative and regulatory conditions, for example, it could
destroy the economic viability of broadcast stations serving
rural areas, without providing cable service as a substitute.
It is a natural monopoly, so that in any given "Wired City" one
company will own and (if we permit it) control all the channels
of electronic mass communications.

Cable penetration nationwide is now about 15 per cent of
. all television households; by the end of the decade it is
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expected to be about 50 per cent. In one way or another, it
seems clear that the future structure and regulatory framework
for the medium will be irrevocably set within the next few
years--if not by conscious governmental decision, then by
governmental acquiescence in massive industry investments based
upon a set of assumed rules which will not then be changed.
Many fundamental issues of the greatest social consequence are
involved, including (to name only a few) the divison between
Federal and State-local jurisdiction; the desirability of
vertical disintegration—i.e., requiring the cable owner to
lease his channels instead of programming them himself; the
restrictions, if any, to be imposed upon per program charges in
general and upon per program charges for sports events in
particular; cross-ownership by newspapers and broadcast stations;
requirements for expansion of capacity to meet new demand;
reservation of "free" channels for police, elected officials,
schools, public television, minority groups, etc.; extent of
broadcast-type content supervision to be exercised by the FCC.

Congress has made no move to resolve these issues. The FCC
has done so, with no guidance other than the "public interest"
standard, and with the narrowest possible Supreme Court affirmance
of its jurisdiction (based upon cable's use of broadcast signals).
A Cabinet-level committee on cable which the President appointed
last Summer is due to complete its report shortly.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

May 24, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR

MICHAEL MC CRUDDEN
Office of Telecommunications Policy

FROM: JOHN CAMPBELL

Attached is a copy of a two-page memorandum that John
Ehrlichrnan sent to the Attorney General regarding the
1972 Policy Planning Process. This memo was sent only
to members of the Domestic Council.

Should Tom wish to submit a memorandum along the lines

of those submitted by the Domestic Council members, we
will be more than happy to include it with the others.

Attachment



MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM:

SUBJECT:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

JOHN EHRLICHMAN

1972 Policy Planning Process

With the submission of the State of the Union Message and th
e

Budget, you doubtless are experiencing satisfaction in assisting

the President to develop an integrated domestic program "a
head

of the power curve" on the major issues. Our Domestic Council

issue process last year was largely concerned with developing

initiatives that the President could offer through these messag
es.

With the completion of that cycle, however, we must begin a new

one.

This coming year, .we must adopt a slightly longer perspective.

We must think of the 1974 State of the Union and Budget, but also

of the domestic policies and programs which the President might

adopt for his second term. For this reason, I am asking you to

respond now with an analysis of the broader objectives we should

be achieving in the next five years. The President has asked me

to request from you, two separate documents.

The first document should be developed.in the context, of the

problems and perspectives of the mid- to late-'70's and should

Identify (without specific programmatic responses) major issues

within your area of responsibility. In a second, separate docu-

ment, please give your personal.views and evaluation of the issues

identified in the first paper to the extent you would wish to comment

on their immediate political significance. Both of these confidential

memoranda will be useful to the President.
•

_ • - a••••,, ••••• • ••••••••••••ft

. .
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I would like to receive
 your response no later than March 15th.

We will then establish the appro
priate Doinestic Council working

groups and begin the required studies 
to develop these areas of

concern.

•

•

1.



411Government Involvement 
The present role of government in the communications industry

was established almost forty years ago. Despite revolutions

in the technology, economics, and social significance of communica-

tions, it has gone essentially unchanged. It is still unquestioned

belief--as far as the legal framework for the industry is concerned--

that common carriage is a natural monopoly best undertaken by

a single chlbsen instrument controlled by the government; that

the scarcity of outlets and the potential for technical interference

requires detailed regulation of the electronic mass media; and

that the "public interest, convenience and necessity" can only

be served if power to make decisions is taken away from the private

sector and centralized in an administrative agency.

411 These beliefs have become obstacles to the recognition

of reality, and stumbling blocks to the resolution of current

problems. More and more sectors of the industry are competitive

rather than monopolistic. Because of cable television and the

abundance of channels it enables, the justifications for government

oversight of the man media are no longer valid. Interference

with private decision-making is causing dislocations and inefficiency

in the utilization of economic resources, and is jeopardizing

the integrity of the free expression and circulation of opinions

in the "marketplace of ideas.

What is needed is not a reform of the present role of government,

but a complete overhaul: alternatives to rate-base regulation

"land rigid control of services and facilities, and elimination

of explicit and implicit content control of television and radio

programs. A crude laissez-faire regime cannot nor should not
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be contemplated. However, there must be a general return of

decision-making power to the private sector, and greater reliance

on natural market forces to reflect consumer and societal choice.



Access to the Media 

As the role of the mass media as a shaper and indicator of

public opinion has increased, so have demands for access. Varying

political groups wish their viewpoints aired and propounded.

Those with particular life-styles wish to see them mirrored in

programs and personalities. Minority groups desire coverage that

reflects their problems and potentials and that is relevant to

their community.

Recently, a trend in court rulings has been to elevate the

issue of access to Constitutional stature. These rulings have

suggested that in some instances, the Constitution may require

specific persons to be granted time on television or radio in order

to present their specific points of view. This, of course, is a

far cry from even the Fairness Doctrine, which requires balanced

coverage of all views, but vests discretion in the choice of

spokesmen and programs in the media owner.

Within our current economic and regulatory environment, access

is highly problematic. Media owners integrate transmission and

programming functions in a single business entity, and therefore

cannot grant access to third parties unless at their own expense.

There is an additional "administrative" problem: Not all aspirants

can obtain access, since their numbers are far too great to be

absorbed by the industry without loss of stability or financial

integrity. Consequently, the media owner must either resolve

disputes as to "who gets what, and when"--at the peril of

alienating the community he serves--or he must turn to govern-

oh are

highly damaging to the viability Rnd of the media industry as
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well as to the public.

There are, however, some solutions to this problem that

can be effectuated within the decade. First, legitimate rights

and interests can be clarified and made certain by legislation

establishing a paid right of access. This absolves both the media

owner and the government from the responsibility of justiciating

access disputes. Second, in channeling development of new mass

media such as cable television and large publicly-accessible

computer systems, government policy can ensure that basic economic

conflicts are structured out of the industry. Ownership of the

means of transmission can be separated from ownership or control

over the content of the programs, thus facilitating rather than

hindering access.
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Public Broadcasting 

Congress in 1967 established the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB) and charged it with essentially three tasks:

(1) supporting program production, (2) developing a public television

and radio network, and (3) funding construction of new public

broadcasting stations. A bill passed several weeks ago--not

yet signed by the President--would effectuate a number of changes

in the CPB operation. These are instructive to note: Mandatory

distribution of at least 30 per cent of Federal funds to local

public broadcasting stations; funding of no more than $65 million

in FY 73 and $90 million in FY 74; selection of one-third of

the Corporation's fifteen directors from local stations making

up the public broadcasting system; and a $42,500 limit on Corporate

411officers' salaries.
The recent Bill's localist stance and its refusal to contem-

plate financing beyond two years--in defiance of the persistently

voiced demands for "permanent" financing--reflect more than passing

Congressional vexation or malaise. Essentially, public broadcasting

is at a crossroads: After five years of existence, its basic

and fundamental problems--like so many other government programs

launched in the sixties, initially ignored in the first flush

of enthusiasm--have come to the surface. Additionally, in the

interim, the mass media environment has been revolutionized by

cable television.

The basic issues for the next decade in public broadcasting

can be grouped under two rubrics, purpose and structure.
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Purpose 

The purposes of public broadcasting have never been satisfactorily

determined. At the time, public broadcasting tries to be everything

to everybody: a provider of better entertainment programs for

the highbrows, instructional television and radio for the education

community, local interest programs for the community-minded (this,

somewhat half-heartedly), specialized interest programs for French-

cooking afficionados and others, and shapers of political opinion

and civic awareness for the nation at large.

It is evident that each of these purposes invokes a unique

mix of economic variables, social and political sensitivities,

and legitimate governmental concerns. They cannot all be accommodated

Illin the same institutional framework. Furthermore, especially

in the case of influencing public opinion, the propriety of these

purposes is itself questionable. And some of the purposes might

best be accomplished through other devices or mechanisms: The

channel abundance of cable television, for instance, can provide

the low-cost access necessary for local and instructional

programming by municipal and private--and not Federal--sources.

Subscription television (pay-TV) can provide the medium of exchange

necessary for development of high quality entertainment and special

interest programs.

Structure 

Once the purposes of public broadcasting are clarified,

o
there is the question of determining an appropriate institutional
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structure. Structure subtends such issues as the integration

of program production, networking or interonnection, and broadcasting;

the balance between decentralized and centralized control; funding

sources and mechanisms; rules to assure efficiency and isolation

from the political process. Again, in all of these cases, decisions

have so far been made on an extemporaneous and day-to-day basis

without a central and comprehensive guiding philosophy. It

is this philosophy that must be developed.
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Educational Uses of Communications Technology 

The demand for education arising from numerous quarters of

American society is enormous. Our commitment to equal opportunities

results in a demand for compeNsatory and remedial educational programs

for the poor and disadvantaged. Decisions on national goals in aero-

space, medicine, or urban life create needs for new technological

and social skills and make old ones obsolete. An increasingly large

number of students is advancing to college, and beyond that, graduate-

level training. More professions are requiring continuous education

and awareness of associated fields; more social endeavors require 4W

interdisciplinary training and approach.

The supply of educational resources, however, is far behind

this growing demand. We are using techniques rooted to a different

and older society where acquisition and absorption of information

does not take on the crucial aspect that it does now. We are physically

transporting students and books instead of communicating information

and learning. We are attempting to put all education on a face-to-

face basis, when the number of teachers is already inadequate, and

when the educational task does not require it.

A major goal for the future is to change this pattern through

the educational use of computer and communications technologies.

Together, these can make possible individualized instruction in the

home on the primary and secondary school level, provide for

continuing education for professionals, and smooth over the displace-

ments caused by development of new technologies. At the same time,

they can decrease the needs for construction of facilities and training

of personnel that are draining the resources of localities, and the
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transportation of students that is exacerbating community tensions

and destroying community cohesiveness.

The magnitude of this task is enormous. It requires long-

range technological planning, a complete restructuring of social

institutions, and an order of magnitude change in the learning

habits of almost all of our society. However, the current delivery

system for education is so inadequate that it threatens the

integrity of our society and our world leadership in many areas

of endeavor.
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The Challenge of Changing Technology

In communications, more than in any other sector of the economy,

new technology is presenting a serious challenge to the vitality of

public and private institutions. In recent years, the advent of

microwave communication, communication satellites, and cable

te.levision have been at the vehicles of progress and growth, and at

the same time, the mechanism by which established policies and

economic interests are challenged. In the years ahead, lasers, wave

guides, fiber optics, and computers, in addition to as yet unforeseen

developments, will present a similar challenge.

The problem is manifold. First, public policies are often

designed to cope with the specific problems posed by a particular

technology. As new technology develops, these policies can seldom

be changed fast enough. Second, the new technologies threaten

established economic interests, which naturally resist the impending

change: the resistence of broadcast stations to cable television is

an example. In a regulated sector, the established interests are

often able to use the regulatory process itself as a mechanism for

delay. Third, new technology disrupts established skills and patterns

of employment, leaving some workers in excess supply and giving

others temporary high returns which may attract excess entry into

that particular skill. Finally, new technology is seldom "controllable"
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in the sense that society is in a position to assess its costs and bene-

fits, and make a rational decision regarding the desirability of its

deployment.

In the communication industry, some of these problems are

rendered less serious by the existence of a rapidly growing demand

for information services. But this trend cannot continue indefinitely,
•

and when the rate of growth of demand begins to decrease, the

• problem will become more serious.

There may not be practical solutions to this set of problems.

But among the obvious palliatives are: (1) Efforts to decrease the

rigidity of institutions in coping with new technology, particularly

regulatory institutions; (2) programs which attempt to compensate

the victims of technological progress; and (3) a much more serious

effort than now exists to forecast technologies and to plan policy

changes to take advantage of them.

Probably the most serious impediment to a solution is the

difficulty of forcing public institutions to take seriously the problem

of long-term policy planning, as opposed to "muddling through" a

series of brushfires. This impediment can be removed only if the

structure of incentives facing public officials is significantly altered.
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Concentration of Power 

Concentration of economic power is an old problem. In com-

munications, this issue takes on a new dimension, since economic

concentrations of power may well imply power over public opinion,

and thus political power as well.

_ Monopoly and near-monopoly is characteristic of the communi-

cation industry. The telephone company is the outstanding example.

It has been recognized for some time that the regulatory agency does

not have the resources (or even the conceptual tools) to adequately
•

regulate a company like the Bell System. That the industry performs

reasonably well, as it appears to do, is not a result of regulatory

oversight.

Nor is economic concentration less important in the area of

broadcasting. Concentration of control over public opinion in the

hands of a few networks, or a few local broadcasters and newspapers,

has constitutional implications. Here the problem is simply that

freedom of press and speech is not consistent with having a few

people control access to the major media of expression. The problem

extends from the fewness of national television networks to cross-

ownership of local newspaper and TV stations. The difficulty is

caused in part by economic factors dictating large-scale enterprise
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in this field. But it is compounded by an institutional tradition which

gives to the owners of the media power over their content. The

problem would not exist to the same extent if, for instance, TV

stations and newspapers were common carriers.

Part of the solution to these problems lies in the direction of

a long-term antitrust and regulatory program designed to increase

competition in the communications industry. This clearly requires

- a degree of political courage. Perhaps a more important part of

the solution lies in the direction of new technology and new institu-

tions. Here, cable television may play an imoortant role, since it

can be used both to reduce economic concentration and to increase

freedom of access and expression. For this reason, cable televi-

sion policy may be one of the most important issues of this decade.



Competition and Regulation

A continuing problem in the communications industry is that

of choosing between competition and monopoly for the provision of

services, and of regulating the result. The problem is typically

oosed as one in which a certain service is supplied competitively,

but with the monopoly carrier also participating in the market.

This raises questions of cross-subsidization, predatory pricing

and other anti-competitive practices. Even for those sectors where

there is only monopoly, the problem of effective rate regulation has

never been adequately solved. In this industry, the problem is corn-

pounded by rapidly growing demand and a consequent heavy demand

for investment capital to construct new facilities.

Present regulatory policy seeks to encourage the entry of new

competitors who provide services other than basic message telephone

service. There remains the major problem of structuring this

"competitive fringe" in such a way that abuses do not develop. One

danger is that new entrants who turn out not to be viable will subse-

quently be protected by regulatory action against exit. Thus, the

regulatory agency must walk the narrow line between preventing

predatory pricing by the monopoly carrier and protecting inefficient

operation by the competitive fringe. For the monopoly carrier itself,
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there remains the problem of developing reasonable rules for rate

regulation, and of creating incentives for efficient operation. These

problems are now emerging in the context of domestic communica-

tion satellites, specialized (terrestrial) private line carriers,

manufacture of telephone equipment, and international communication.

The problem of adequate regulation may be insurmountable. If

no., then a solution lies in the direction of a careful long range analysis

" of the services and technologies in question with a view to isolating

those which absolutely require monopoly structure. The isolated

monopoly services would then be regulated as well as possible, but

prohibited from extension into the remaining sectors of the industry,

which would be both competitive and unregulated. This probably

requires both vertical and horizontal dismemberment of the present

Bell System.

Such a solution would result in two sectors: a competitive sector

which would not be subject to regulatory action, and which would be

kept competitive by antitrust policy, and a monopoly sector (much

smaller than at present), confined to the limits of its "natural" extent.

Whether regulation of the monopoly sector is then necessary is an

open question.

A somewhat similar choice between competition and monopoly

exists in the mass media, and is treated elsewhere in this memorandum.
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In the final analysis, the choice between competition and monopoly

depends on ideological, not just economic, issues. There do exist

cases in which even the most avaricious monopolist out-performs a

competitive alternative. A consumer may prefer to pay $1.00 for a

telephone call, 20 of which is profit to a monopolist, than $1.50 to

a competitor, all of which is cost. If, on the other hand, the

difference is small, then we may prefer competition because it is

more consistent with a political philosophy which favors diversity

and decentralization of power. In any event, economic regulation

as an institution has largely failed to achieve its original goals, and

there is considerable need to rethink our approach to this problem.


